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Seoul National University

Optical imaging and photodynamic therapy (PDT) are emerging modalities for
cancer diagnosis and therapy. Polymeric nanoparticles (PNPs) have been extensively
used as bioimaging probes or PDT drug carriers since PNPs in vivo utility was welldemonstrated in nanoscopic size-motivated tumor targeting efficiency, and as excellent
biocompatibility. However, the clinical use of PNPs is limited by some inherent
obstacles in both optical imaging and PDT. In particular, the high resolution of PNPmediated optical imaging can be hindered by photon-limiting interferences such as
scattering, absorption, and autofluorescence occurring in biological tissues. PNPs
aimed to deliver the PDT drugs are mainly used for small-animal studies and are not
generally transferred into the clinic because of the immunogenic response from the
i

body and the inconvenience of further medication for clinical purposes. Therefore, a
new type of PNPs is required to develop practical diagnostic/therapeutic agents.
In this thesis, two different types of PNPs are suggested as alternatives to high
performance

diagnostic/therapeutic

agents

for

a

clinic.

The

first

type

is

photoswitchable PNPs based on the nanocomposite of π-conjugated polymer and
photochromophore, which provides high resolution of bioimaging through bistable
photoswitching of near-infared (NIR) fluorescence. The second type is PNPs of sugarbased polymers and their amphiphilic derivatives, providing high tumor targeting
efficiency and high therapeutic efficacy by taking the virtues of its nanosopic size,
biocompatibility, antifouling property, and loading capability of hydrophobic drugs.
The aims of this study are to introduce the essential requirements of PNPs through a
theoretical approach, design a new type of PNPs of π-conjugated polymer or sugarbased polymer as diagnostic/therapeutic agents, and analyze the biological
performance of each PNP used in cancer diagnosis and therapy.
Part I provides a general introduction of PNP-based cancer diagnostic/therapeutic
agents regarding the essential requirements for a new type of PNPs. Optical imaging is
summarized with an imaging mechanism, multiple performance parameters, and
inherent obstacles. Photodynamic therapy is also summarized with a photo-triggered
therapy mechanism and performance parameters. The main challenges and issues of
the PNPs for the advanced optical imaging/photodynamic therapy are indicated by the
state of the art analysis. Throughout the analysis, the aim and scope of this research
contains a theoretical study and preparation, and characterization of new PNPs as the
ii

diagnostic/therapeutic agents are introduced.
Part II discusses a new type of photoswitchable PNPs based on binary
nanocomposite of π-conjugated polymer and photochromophore. The composite PNPs
showed bright fluorescence in the NIR region and its high-contrast photoswitching
through the efficient intraparticle fluorescence energy transfer (FRET) as well as tiny
colloidal size PNPs for in vivo delivery. Consequently, the composite PNPs can allow
the dynamic signal to be distinguished from the static autofluorescence of biological
tissues to improve the capability of signal identification. By taking the merit of
photoswitching, the composite PNPs can be suggested as a new strategy to overcome
the inherent limitation of optical imaging.
Part III presents synthesis and biological use of new sugar-based polymers,
poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs), in order to take the combined merits of
PEG and polysaccharides such as biocompatibility, antifouling property, and pendant
functional groups. PEGAs with hydrogen bond-mediated self-assembly into PNPs and
PEGA nanoassemblies (PEGA PNPs) exhibited high tumor targeting efficiency from
the virtues of the size-motivated EPR effect and the antifouling effect. PEGA PNPs
hold great potential for practical biomedical applications including optical imaging,
which is worthy of further exploitation for payload carriage and immunogenicity
evaluation.
Part IV discusses amphiphilic derivatives of PEGAs synthesized through
conjugation of bile/fatty acids to validate the in vivo utility of PEGAs for clinical use,
and especially, PDT. PEGA amphiphilies were designed as sugar-based polymeric
iii

biosurfactants (SPBs), and self-assembled into PNPs that have a hydrophobic core and
a hydrophilic/antifouling exterior. PNPs of PEGA amphiphile exhibited stable loading
capability of hydrophobic drugs (or dyes) and the attractive features of PEGAs.
Consequently, hydrophobic dyes (rubrene or IR780 iodide)-entrapped PNPs showed
high in vitro/vivo tumor selectivity with tumor cells and tumor-bearing mice.
Furthermore, the hydrophobic PDT drug (pyropheophorbide-a, PPa)-entrapped PNPs
exhibited high efficacy of in vivo PDT with tumor-bearing mice. The improved
biological performances are summarized in Part V and clearly show the potentials of
new PNPs as alternatives for an advanced cancer diagnostic/therapeutic agents.

Keywords: polymeric nanoparticle, π-conjugated polymer, polysaccharide, PEG, drug
delivery system, photoswitching, optical imaging, photodynamic therapy, cancer
diagnosis, cancer therapy
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383 (I3) nm was extracted from the FL spectra of pyrene.
Figure 4.4. TEM images of IR780-loaded PEGA2-CA (a) and -OA (b) NPs (1mg mL-1,
IR780 content: 0.5 wt% SPB).
Figure 4.5. Optical and NIR fluorescence images of HeLa cells treated with rubreneloaded SPB NPs (200 μg of SPBs and 1 μg of rubrene in 2 mL of culture media) for 1 h.
All NIR fluorescence images were adjusted to same FL intensity scale. The NIR
fluorescence image of control group was obtained from the cells treated with aqueous
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rubrene solution (200 μL, 5 μg mL-1).
Figure 4.6. In vivo NIRF images showing the biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled PEGA2DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA NPs (D) intravenously injected into SCC7 tumorbearing mice (n = 4 per groups). All SPB NPs contained 0.5 wt% of IR780 to SPB. 2Channel NIRF signals were taken for Cy5.5 (λex = 640 nm, λem = 700 nm) and IR780 (λex =
710 nm, λem = 780 nm). In vivo NIRF images were taken at the indicated time points before
and after tail vein injection of the SPB NPs. Red circles indicate the tumor location.
Figure 4.7. Tumor accumulation profiles of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780,
determined by Cy5.5 (a) and IR780 (b) signals from in vivo NIRF images.
Figure 4.8. Ex vivo NIRF images showing the biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled PEGA2DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA NPs (D) intravenously injected into SCC7 tumorbearing mice (n = 4 per groups). All SPB NPs contained 0.5 wt% of IR780 to SPB. 2Channel NIRF signals were taken for Cy5.5 (λex = 640 nm, λem = 700 nm) and IR780 (λex =
710 nm, λem = 780 nm). For ex vivo imaging, organs were collected from a mouse body at 7
d post-injection.
Figure 4.9. The biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780, determined
by Cy5.5 (a) and IR780 (b) signals from ex vivo NIRF images.
Figure 4.10. a) Pseudo-color spectral in vivo images of SCC7 tumor-bearing mice taken at
1 d after tail vein injection of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780 (upper). Cy5.5
(green) and IR780 (red) signals were spectrally unmixed according to their spectral profiles
shown in the same colors (lower). Red circles and white arrows indicate the tumor location.
Figure 4.11. Schematic illustration of PPa-loaded SPB NP-mediated singlet oxygen (1O2)
generation for PDT.
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Figure 4.12. TEM image of PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (1 mg mL-1, PPa content: 0.5 wt%
to SPB).
Figure 4.13. Absorption (a) and fluorescence (b) spectra of free PPa (dissolved in DMSO),
aggregated PPa (dispersed in water), and PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (1 mg mL-1, PPa
content: 0.5 wt% to SPB). All samples contained the same amount of PPa. The relative
fluorescence intensities (b) were normalized by the absorbance at the excitation wavelength
(640 nm), which represents the relative fluorescence efficiency.
Figure 4.14. Absorption (a) and fluorescence (b) spectra of PPa-loaded SPB NPs (1 mg
mL-1, PPa content: 0.5wt% SPB). All absorption and fluorescence spectra were obtained by
same concentration of PPa. PEGA2-DCA, -CA, -OA, and -SA NPs were indicated by black,
red, green, and blue curves, respectively.
Figure 4.15. Absorption spectra of PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (1 mg mL-1). PPa was
encapsulated with 0.5 (black), 1.0 (red), 3.0 (green), and 5.0 wt% (blue) of contents to
PEGA2-OA in the NPs.
Figure 4.16 a) Photochemical bleaching of RNO by 1O2 generated upon laser excitation of
PEGA2-OA NPs at 655 nm (11 mW cm-2). Temporal evolution is indicated by the arrow. b)
Temporal dependence of RNO absorbance at 440 nm (-ln A440) during the irradiation of
PEGA2-OA NPs containing various amounts of PPa under identical photobleaching
condition.
Figure 4.17. Optical and NIRF images of HeLa cells treated with PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA
NPs (200 μg, PPa content: 1 μg) for 1 h. The fluorescence spectrum (bottom) of SPB NPs
was obtained from the NIRF image.
Figure 4.18. Optical and NIRF images of HeLa cells treated with PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA
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NPs (200 μg, PPa content: 1 μg) for 1 h. All NIRF images were adjusted to same FL
intensity scale. The NIRF image of self-aggregated group was obtained from the cells
treated with aqueous PPa solution (200 μL, 5 μg mL-1).
Figure 4.19. FITC-Annexin V binding images of PEGA2-OA NPs-treated HeLa cells with
laser irradiation (5 min, 655 nm, 11 mW cm-2). The NP contained 0.5 wt% of PPa to SPB.
The FITC fluorescence images show apoptotic cells.
Figure 4.20. a) Tumor images in SCC7 tumor-bearing mice under treated with PEGA2-OA
NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) containing PPa (0.5 wt% to PEGA2-OA). The control groups
were treated PBS or aggregated PPa (dispersed in water). b) Optical images of the resected
tumor of each group. Tumor was resected at 7 d post-injection.
Figure 4.21. a) Tumor growth in SCC7 tumor-bearing mice (n = 3) under treated with
PEGA2-OA NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) containing PPa (0.5 wt% to PEGA2-OA). The
control groups were treated PBS or aggregated PPa (dispersed in water). b) Mouse weight
change (n = 3) under PDT experiments.
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Part I
Basic research on polymeric nanoparticles for
cancer diagnosis and therapy
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. General introduction to polymeric nanoparticles for cancer
diagnosis and therapy
Nanotechnology has significantly contributed to rapid advances in cancer diagnosis and
therapy [1]. Particularly, polymeric nanoparticles (PNPs) as either diagnostic or therapeutic
agents have received much interest in the field of nanomedicine because PNPs are
selectively delivered to tumors by passive or active targeting (Figure 1.1) [2-4]. Passive
targeting means that PNPs without targeting moieties are selectively accumulated at the
tumor by extravasation from leaky vessels [5]. Actively targeted PNPs are conjugated with
targeting moieties that have a strong binding affinity to tumor cells, in which the targeting
moieties can include peptides, small organic molecules, oligosaccharides, and antibodies
[6]. Because of the advantage of tumor targeting, PNPs with encapsulated imaging agents
or drugs are considered as a promising mediator for cancer diagnosis and therapy, and
various types of PNPs have been developed for more specific biomedical purposes.
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Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of passive/active tumor targeting of PNPs [4].
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1.1.1. Polymeric nanoparticles for cancer diagnosis
Bioimaging aims to understand the components, processes, and dynamics of disease
from a molecular perspective. In recent decades, introduction of polymer chemistry and
nanotechnology to bioimaging systems has led to the development of PNPs as imaging
probes for optical imaging [7, 8], magnetic resonance (MR) imaging [9, 10], computed
tomography (CT) [11, 12], and ultrasound (US) imaging [13] (Table 1.1). PNP-based
imaging probes have shown biologically favorable properties for cancer diagnosis as
follows: (1) prolonged plasma half-lives, (2) enhanced stability under physiological
condition, (3) reduced toxicity, (4) reduced nonspecific binding to biomaterials, (5) and
enhanced tumor-targeting efficiency [14]. Consequently, PNP-based imaging probes have
become increasingly important for cancer diagnoses, and all previous research has
suggested that PNPs hold great potential for bioimaging systems. The remarkable rate of
progress in bioimaging is rapidly creating new opportunities for PNP-based imaging probes
for the advancement of bioimaging systems. In this section, I describe the uses of PNPs in
cancer diagnosis as well as their advantages and disadvantages and discuss the prospects of
PNPs for cancer diagnosis.
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Table 1.1. Overview of bioimaging systems [14].
System

Penetration

Resolution

Imaging probes

Clinical

depth
Optical imaging

< 10 cm

application
1 - 3 mm

Fluorochroms, photoproteins

Under
development

MR imaging

No limit

10 – 100 μm

Ga(Fe)-based particles

Yes
Yes

Nuclear imaging

No limit

1 - 2 mm

18

11

15

US imaging

< 20 cm

50 μm

Microbubbles

F, C, O,

5

99m

Tc,

111

In

Yes

1.1.1.1. Optical imaging
Optical imaging is acquired by detection of the fluorescence (FL) signal from the
imaging probes at targeted sites, and has emerged as a major technique in cancer diagnosis.
In general, imaging probes emit an FL signal by absorption of excitation light at a specific
wavelength, and the energy of excitation (under one photon absorption) is greater than the
energy of emission. Therefore, the wavelength of the excitation light is shorter than the
wavelength of the emission light, the so called ‘stokes-shift’ [15]. FL can provide a very
high signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in high precision of spatial resolution. However,
clinical use of FL-based optical imaging can be limited by some photon-limiting
interference such as scattering, absorption, and autofluorescence occurring in biological
tissues (Figure 1.2) [15]. To avoid these obstacles, the imaging probes emitting FL in the
near-infrared (NIR, normally in the wavelength region 650 - 900 nm) region are favorable
in optical imaging because NIR light has a higher tissue penetration due to minimal
absorbance by tissue (Figure 1.3). Furthermore, the imaging probes should have a high
quantum yield and a narrow excitation/emission spectrum to provide a distinguishable FL
signal from that of tissue autofluorescence. In this context, numerous NIR-emissive
imaging probes have been developed to achieve a high spatial resolution in optical imaging
for cancer diagnosis. For example, quantum dots (QDs) hold great potential as imaging
probes because of their strong brightness, high stability, and easily tunable color
(wavelength) in FL [7].
Additionally, to utilize the NIR-emissive imaging probes in clinics, they should be
physicochemically stable, nontoxic, highly biocompatible, biodegradable or excretable
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after imaging [16]. Imaging probes themselves generally exhibit a lack of specificity for
their target cells/tissues, rapid aggregation, photobleaching, and short a half-life in blood,
limiting their clinical use. In contrast, polymeric nanoprobes, which consist of polymers
incorporated into imaging probes, take advantage of polymer therapeutics, which have
prolonged the plasma half-life, enhanced stability, reduced toxicity, improved targeting,
and reduced the background of the probes [14]. Therefore, over the past several years,
numerous polymeric imaging probes have been developed for optical imaging for use in
clinics for cancer diagnoses.
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Figure 1.2. a) Schematic illustration of various optical interactions with a tissue. b) FL
spectra of the normal breast (BN) and the tumor breast (BT) excited at 488 nm [15].

Figure 1.3. Penetration depths for commonly used laser wavelengths [15].
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1.1.1.2. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
MR imaging provides high quality images of the inside of the body from the spatial
distribution of water protons. The signal intensity in MR imaging depends on the amount
of water at each site of tissues and on the magnetic relaxation times. MR imaging is a noninvasive imaging technique, and provides a high soft-tissue resolution. Furthermore, the
imaging contrast and resolution of MR imaging can be enhanced with MR contrast agents
[17]. MR contrast agents accumulated in target sites can absorb certain types of signals
better than the surrounding tissues, allowing the target sites to be visualized. The common
MR contrast agents are small molecule (low molecular weight)-based chelates of metal
ions such as Mn2+ and Gd3+ or iron oxide particles [14]. However, the clinical use of the
typical MR contrast agents is limited by the transient tissue retention time, toxicity, and
unfavorable biodistribution of the contrast agents. Similarly to polymeric imaging probes
in optical imaging, various polymer-based approaches have been proposed to overcome the
limitations of typical contrast agents, providing improved diagnostic value [18-20].
Therefore, polymeric MR contrast agents are considered as a promising category in MR
imaging.

1.1.1.3. Ultrasound (US) imaging
US imaging is a non-invasive, cost-effective, and portable real-time diagnostic modality,
but its use has been limited by a lack of effective imaging probes [21]. US imaging probes
can provide enhanced resolution to US images by introducing a material with different
acoustic properties from that of the tissue. The common approach is based on the principle
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of using sound waves to detect a density difference between the probe (gas) and the
surrounding medium (blood or soft tissue) after administration of microbubbles into a
patient. The microbubbles are typically encapsulated with a protein, lipid, surfactant, or
polymeric layer to increase their in vivo stability [22, 23]. They have diameters of 1-10 mm
and can pass through the lung capillaries; thus, they act as true red blood cell tracers. The
key aspects of microbubbles are that they can fill with a gas having low diffusivity, are
blood soluble and include a coating material that can stabilize the microbubbles. Gases
coated with high molecular weight and density materials, such as perfluoro-chemicals and
sulfur hexafluoride, are widely used as microbubble-based contrast agents [21]. In
particular, perfluoro-carbon tends to remain biologically inert in the bloodstream after the
destruction of the microbubbles, and it is gradually eliminated after multiple routes through
the lungs [21]. Shell materials provide long-term stability of the agent in the bloodstream
and include proteins [24], lipids [25-27], or surfactants [28]; however, typical agents are
often destroyed under routine experimental conditions such as during a continuous imaging
mode or at higher power outputs. In contrast, polymeric shell-based microbubbles exhibit
enhanced stability in blood plasma under ultrasonic waves due to the mechanical strength
of the polymers because of the elasticity of the polymeric shell [29]. Furthermore, the
polymeric shells provide the capability of additional modifications such as the conjugation
of targeting ligands to the surface. Polymeric US agents enable the detection of even a
single microbubble in targeted tissues or cells [30].
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1.1.1.4. Nuclear imaging
Nuclear imaging is a widely used functional imaging technique in clinics due to the
high sensitivity, and requires the administration of only a small quantity of imaging agents.
There are three imaging modalities in nuclear imaging: (1) planar scintigraphy, (2) single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and (3) photon emission computed
tomography (PET). Planar scintigraphy provides two-dimensional images of complex
anatomical structures and allows for the quantification of tissue distribution by the
percentage of the injected dose. However, SPECT provides three-dimensional images even
though it uses the same radionuclides of planar scintigraphy. PET provides the most
accurate images, but the short half-lives of PET radionuclides (e.g., 11C, 18F and 64Cu) may
limit its clinical uses. In nuclear imaging, polymers can play an important role because of
their improved specificity, prolonged circulation time, amplified signals, and capability for
additional modifications. For the next few decades, PNPs will be a promising mediator for
advanced nuclear imaging.
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1.1.2. Polymeric nanoparticles for cancer therapy
Over the past few decades, there have been numerous reports that have developed
therapeutic agents with enhanced therapeutic efficacy in the treatment of cancer. The nature
of cancer cells has been found to be increasingly complex, resulting in disappointing
progress in cancer therapy, relatively speaking. In recent decades, the combination of
polymer chemistry and nanotechnology for the preparation of therapeutic agents has shown
the possibility to go beyond this state. For example, PEGylated NPs containing anticancer
drugs, which is the most widely used polymeric nanomedicine in cancer therapy, has
exhibited a prolonged circulation time, providing an increased accumulation at the tumor
and enhanced therapeutic efficacy [31-33]. Tumors have unique attributes including large
pores on the endothelial layer and a disordered neoplastic tissue architecture, yielding
extravasation of the polymeric nanomedicines from the blood vessels at tumor sites. The
retention of polymeric nanomedicine is ensured by poor lymphatic drainage from the tumor,
resulting in an enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect leading to drug
accumulation at tumor sites [34] (Figure 1.1). Therefore, PNPs hold great potential to
overcome the limitations of typical cancer therapies including chemotherapy, gene therapy,
and photodynamic/photothermal therapy.
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1.1.2.1. Chemotherapy
In general, the typical anticancer drugs have exhibited high patient risks because of
their low tumor-selectivity causing toxic side effects in normal tissues [35]. Furthermore,
the practical use of anticancer drugs is limited by its high hydrophobicity and poor watersolubility, in which the hydrophobic groups in the molecular structure of the anticancer
drugs can enhance the affinity toward the target receptor [36, 37]. Because of their
hydrophobicity, intravenously administrated anticancer drugs often undergo aggregation in
blood vessels resulting embolization, and cause unwanted toxicity effects in healthy tissues.
Alternatively, various types of surfactants have been used to solubilize anticancer drugs
under physiological conditions. In particular, polymeric surfactants can self-assemble into
PNP in aqueous milieu, in which PNPs have a hydrophilic exterior and a hydrophobic core
and exhibit a loading capability for hydrophobic anticancer drugs (Figure 1.4) [38]. From
the high tumor selectivity and loading capability, PNPs with encapsulated hydrophobic
anticancer drugs showed enhanced therapeutic efficacy while the toxic side effect was
minimized. Therefore, the PNP-based approach in chemotherapy will be continued over the
next few decades because of its great potential in drug delivery systems.
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Figure 1.4. Schematic illustration of PTX-entrapped PNPs for tumor targeted delivery [38].
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1.1.2.2. Gene therapy
Gene therapy involves the use of genetic drugs such as plasmid DNA, antisense
oligonucleotides (ODNs), and small interference RNAs (siRNAs) in cancer therapy instead
of hydrophobic chemo-drugs [39-42]. Among the genetic drugs, siRNAs have recently
gained much interest due to their low required dosage [43]. The mechanism of siRNAs is
by silencing the target protein expression which shares homologous sequence with the
administered siRNA. After uptake into tumor cells, siRNAs are bound to an RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC) exhibiting silencing activity via the degradation of the target
mRNA sequence, resulting in the suppression of protein expression associated with cancer
[44]. However, siRNAs themselves cannot penetrate into cells due to their negatively
charged molecular structure, thus various siRNA delivery systems have been developed
using lipids, polymers, and metals [40, 45]. Polymeric nanocarriers are also essential for
successful gene therapy. For example, Kwon's group developed self-assembled PNPs with
hydrophobically modified glycol chitosan (GC) and polyethylenimine (PEI) (Figure 1.5)
[46]. The positively charged backbone of PEI has a strong binding affinity to siRNAs
through electrostatic interactions, and GC can provide enhanced biocompatibility and
reduce the interaction with serum proteins and potential aggregation during blood
circulation [47]. By encapsulation into the PNPs, the siRNAs were stably protected against
nuclease digestion and delivered to the cytosol of the target cells, resulting in the desired
therapeutic efficacy. Furthermore, an optical imaging technique was applied to utilize the
PNP-mediated siRNA delivery, and these efforts are highly important for effective in vivo
siRNA therapy [48].
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Figure 1.5. a) Schematic illustration of siRNA-entrapped GC-PEI NPs as a nano-sized
siRNA carrier. b) In vivo NIR fluorescence imaging after intravenous injection of siRNAentrapped GC-PEI NPs with tumor-bearing mouse. c) Fluorescence image of red
fluorescent protein (RFP) gene silencing from siRNA-entrapped GC-PEI NPs treated mice
[46].
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1.1.2.3. Photodynamic therapy (PDT)
PDT is a clinical treatment which employs photo-triggered chemical drugs called
‘photosensitizer (PS)’. PSs can generate FL and singlet oxygens (1O2) by the absorption of
light, and 1O2 is the major cytotoxic species in PDT leading to apoptosis and necrosis of
tumor cells [49]. Therefore, tumor-targeted PSs can be applied to cancer therapy through
photo-induced death of tumor cells (Figure 1.6) [49]. The typical PSs such as porphyrins,
bacteriochlorins, phthalocyanines, hypericins, and chlorins cannot be delivered themselves
because of their inherent hydrophobicity just like chemo-drugs [50]. Therefore, PNP-based
delivery systems have also been applied to achieve enhanced therapeutic efficacy in PDT
[50-53]. For example, Lee et al. prepared two types of GC-based PNPs and tested their
potential in PDT with tumor-bearing mouse models [51]. They prepared GC NPs with
encapsulated chlorin e6 (Ce6) by physical encapsulation or chemical conjugation and then
compared the difference in tumor accumulation and PDT efficacy between the two GC NPs.
Numerous studies have shown that the PNP-based approach could be one possible solution
to achieve enhanced PDT efficacy just like in chemotherapy or gene therapy.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic illustration of photodynamic therapy [49].
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1.2. Conventional polymeric nanoparticles for cancer diagnosis
and therapy
1.2.1. Natural polymer based nanoparticles
Among natural polymers, polysaccharides and their derivatives have been widely used
to prepare PNPs in cancer diagnosis and therapy, including dextran [54], glycol chitosan
[55, 56], pullulan [57], hyaluronic acid [58], and heparin [59]. In particular, self-assembled
PNPs of amphiphilized polysaccharides have been extensively studied as drug carriers due
to their biologically favorable properties such as excellent biocompatibility and low nonspecific interaction with biomolecules. Polymeric amphiphiles can form micelles or
micelle-like self-aggregates via amphiphilic interaction in aqueous milieu. Amphipilized
polysaccharides are generally prepared by direct conjugation of hydrophobic moieties to
the backbone of hydrophilic polysaccharides, and self-assembled in aqueous milieu to form
a unique core-shell structure consisting of a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic exterior.
As mentioned above, the core-shell structure of the PNPs has shown great potential for
effective delivery of hydrophobic anticancer drugs in both chemotherapy and PDT. The
hydrophobic moieties are either small molecules (e.g. cholesterol, alkyl chains, and bile
acids) [58, 59] or oligomers/polymers [60]. For example, amphiphilic derivatives of
heparin were self-assembled into the core-shell type of PNPs in aqueous milieu, and the
PNPs with encapsulated doxorubicin (DOX), a chemical anticancer drug, exhibited a
prolonged circulation time in the blood after intravenous injection and enhanced the
therapeutic efficacy compared to DOX without using a drug carrier [59]. Similarly,
amphiphilized hyaluronic acid (AHA), in which hydrophilic HA was amphiphilized by
19

conjugation of the 5β-cholanic acid, were self-assembled into PNPs having enhanced
tumor-homing efficiency compared to HA itself (Figure 1.7) [58]. Most previous studies
reported that self-assembled PNPs of amphiphilized polysaccharides act as an efficient
drug delivery system for hydrophobic drugs [59].
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Figure 1.7. a) Chemical structure of HA-5β-cholanic acid conjugates. b) Hydrodynamic
size of HA-NPs prepared in PBS with a concentration of 1 mg ml-1. The inset TEM image
shows particle shape of HA-NPs in DI water. c) Confocal images of SCC7 tumor cells
incubated with Cy5.5-labeled HA-NPs (the scale bar is 20 mm). d) In vivo NIR
fluorescence images of Cy5.5-labeled HA-NPs in tumor-bearing mice. The tumor locations
are indicated by the arrow [58].
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1.2.2. Synthetic polymer based nanoparticles
In synthetic polymers, PEG is a representative example of the widely used hydrophilic
segment in polymeric amphiphiles. The typical PNPs of PEG amphiphiles are shelled with
hydrophilic and biocompatible PEG, and exhibits biocompatibility, dispersion stability
under physiological conditions, antifouling effect, and high tumor-homing efficiency after
systemic administration by taking advantage of the PEG segment on the surface of the
PNPs [61, 62]. PEG amphiphiles have been prepared by conjugation of the hydrophobic
segments such as the poly(amino acids) [63, 64] and lipids [65-67] at the terminal of PEG.
For example, poly(ethylene glycol)–b–poly(L-amino acid) (PEG-b-PAA) self-assembles
into the core-shell type of PNPs, which allow the loading of therapeutic agents by both
chemical and physical means. Under physiological conditions, PAAs undergo hydrolysis
and/or enzymatic degradation to yield biocompatible L-amino acid species. In this manner,
Yokoyama et al. prepared PNPs from PEG amphiphiles consisting of PEG and poly(Laspartate) P(L-Asp), in which DOX was physically and chemically incorporated into the
PNPs [63]. The PNPs with high contents of DOX via both chemical conjugation and
physical encapsulation of DOX showed high therapeutic efficacy in vivo against murine
C26 tumors, whereas poor therapeutic efficacy was observed for PNPs with only
chemically conjugated DOX. This shows that the physically encapsulated DOX played a
major role with the advantage of controlled release of the drug at the tumor site. The utility
of PEG amphiphiles also has been well demonstrated in studies on amphiphilic Pluronic®
PNPs as drug carriers [68, 69].
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1.3.

Main

challenges

and

issues

related

to

polymeric

nanoparticles for cancer diagnosis and therapy
1.3.1. Polymeric nanoparitcles for tumor targeting and delivery
1.3.1.1. Angiogenesis in cancer
Tissues have vascular networks that provide the component cells with oxygen and
nutrients. There is no significant regeneration in the vascular network of healthy tissues,
whereas regeneration of new blood vessels is mainly observed in reproductive systems
such as during embryonic development, wound healing, and in response to ovulation [70].
In the case of cancer, solid tumors smaller than 1 - 2 mm3 (by volume) are not vascularized
because permeable oxygen and nutrients diffuse into the center of the tumor. When solid
tumors grow to sizes larger than 2 mm3 (by volume), cellular hypoxia can be occur because
of inefficient delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the inside of the tumor, activating
angiogenesis at the tumor site, i.e. the proliferation of vascular networks in cancerous
growths [70, 71]. Rapid generation of new blood vessels is an important event in tumor
progression because of the rapid growth rate of tumors. Consequently, the neovasculature
of tumor tissues is characterized by increased leakiness and an incomplete basement
membrane, resulting in the high vascular permeability of PNPs at tumor sites [70, 71].
Therefore, one possible strategy for enhanced tumor-homing efficiency is motivated by the
abnormal vasculature of tumor tissues.
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1.3.1.2. Passive tumor targeting
PNPs have been considered as an attractive strategy to achieve improved tumor
targeting efficiency of anticancer drugs or imaging probes, where the anticancer drugs or
imaging probes are randomly distributed in the body after intravenous administration
without drug carriers. PNPs with encapsulated anticancer drugs or imaging probes recently
showed prolonged circulation in the blood and accumulated passively at tumors even in the
absence of targeting ligands [2-4]. As mentioned, blood vessels at tumors are generally
characterized by abnormalities such as leakiness and incomplete basement membranes.
This defective vasculature of tumor tissues renders the vessels permeable to PNPs, and the
permeated PNPs are not removed efficiently by the decreased lymphatic drainage from
tumor tissues. This passive targeting phenomenon has been called the ‘‘enhanced
permeation and retention (EPR) effect’’ [72, 73]. Numerous studies have shown that the
EPR effect results in passive accumulation of PNPs at the tissues of solid tumors, resulting
in enhanced therapeutic efficacy while decreasing toxic side effects. Figure 1.1 shows the
concept of passive tumor targeting by EPR effects.
Although the optimum size for the EPR effect is not yet precisely known, previous
studies have showed that the cutoff size of the pores in tumor vessels ranges from 200 nm 1.2 mm [74, 75], which is in agreement with direct observations of tumor vasculature (pore
cutoff size ranging from 200 nm to 2 mm) [76, 77]. These size ranges seem to indicate that
PNPs may accumulate well at tumor tissues. Therefore, by taking advantage of the EPR
effect, a wide variety of PNPs could be used for high tumor targeting efficiency of
anticancer drugs or imaging probes.
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1.3.1.3. Active tumor targeting
In addition to passive targeting, PNPs can also be targeted to tumor sites by chemical
conjugation of targeting moieties with strong affinity to antigens (or receptors) displayed
on the targeted tumor cells/tissues, yielding preferential accumulation of the anticancer
drugs or imaging probes at the targeted sites (Figure 1.1) [4]. The targeting moieties on
PNPs allow for drug delivery to tumor sites and accelerated cellular uptake through
receptor-mediated endocytosis. Numerous targeting moieties have been reported for active
targeting of PNPs (Table 1.2) [50]. Among these efforts, the folate-mediated targeting
approach is a representative example for cancer diagnosis and therapy. Folates are low
molecular weight vitamins required by eukaryotic cells, and folate-conjugated polymers or
PNPs exhibit the ability to deliver a variety of drugs or imaging probes to pathological cells
without unwanted side effects against normal cells/tissues. It should be noted that the
elevated levels of folate receptors are expressed on the epithelial tumors of various organs
[78], and the reactive functional sites for chemical/physical conjugation of targeting
moieties can be easily introduced on the surface of PNPs. By taking the combined merits of
passive and active tumor targeting, the PNPs show great potential for high tumor selectivity
and advanced cancer diagnosis and therapy.
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Table 1.2. Targeting specificity of targeting moieties [50].
Targeting moiety

Target

Cell types

Cyclic Arg–Gly–Asp-(D)–Tyr–Lys

Integrin ανβ3

U87-MG

Ala–Pro–Arg–Pro–Gly (APRPG)

Angiogenic endothelial cell

Meth-A sarcoma

Ki-67 antibody (TuBB-9)

pKi-67 (nuclear)

OVCAR-5

Folic acid

Folate receptor

HT29/MGC803/HeLa

Haluronic acid

CD44 receptor

HT29/HCT116

Simian virus SV40 large T antigen

Nucleus

PLC/PRF/5

Nucleolin

MDA-MB-

(c(RGDyK))

(nuclear localization signal (NLS))
Vascular homing peptide (F3)

435/9L/F98/MCF-7
Mannose/galactose

Lectin

MCF-7/MDAMB231/HTC-116/Y-79

T antigen-specific lectin (Jacalin)

Lectin

HT-29

Aptamer (AS1411)

Nucleolin

Overexpressed in tumor
cells
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1.3.2. Cancer diagnosis: Optical imaging
1.3.1.1. Conventional approaches for polymeric imaging probes
As mentioned earlier, despite the unique advantages, clinical use of FL-based optical
imaging can be limited by some photon-limiting interference such as scattering, absorption,
and autofluorescence occurring in biological tissues (Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1) [15]. In
typical approaches to optical imaging, NIR-emissive imaging probes have been mainly
focused on as the promising category to overcome the inherent limitations of optical
imaging by employing effective tissue penetration of NIR light due to minimal absorbance
by tissues (Figure 1.3). Additionally, NIR-emissive imaging probes require a high quantum
yield and a narrow excitation/emission spectrum as well as emission in the NIR region, to
provide distinguishable FL signals from tissue autofluorescence.
In recent decades, inorganic fluorescent agents such as quantum dots (QDs) have
gained much interest because of their resistance to photobleaching and much higher
quantum yields in the NIR region [7]. Despite the attractive features of QDs, their clinical
use may be limited by their low biocompatibility and inconvenience for making surface
modifications for more specific purposes. In contrast, Kim’s groups developed
cyanovinylene-backboned π-conjugated polymeric nanoparticles (cvPDs), a new type of
PNP, as in vivo nanoprobes (Figure 1.8) [79]. cvPDs have been characterized by their QDlike attractive features such as high FL efficiency and chemical/colloidal stability even
though they are composed of an organic component with relatively no toxicity.
Furthermore, effective sentinel lymph node (SLN) mapping with NIR-emissive cvPDs
provides a possibility for real-time optical guidance. Despite the unique features of cvPDs
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that are unlike the typical organic/polymeric imaging probes, the clinical use of cvPDs may
be limited due to the inconvenience in surface modifications for more specific purposes.
PNPs are generally tunable in both size and composition to introduce new functionality.
Therefore, cvPDs also can be engineered to overcome their inherent limitation and to
widen their utility.
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Figure 1.8. a) Schematic diagram depicting colloidal synthesis of cyanovinylenebackboned polymer dots (cvPDs) through tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH)catalyzed Knoevenagel condensation in the hydrophobic core of solvent-free aqueous
micelles. b) True-color photographs of water-dispersed cvPDs (left) and a cvPD-injected
live mouse (right) under room light (top) and UV excitation at 365 nm for fluorescence
(bottom) [79].
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1.3.1.2. Novel approaches for high resolution imaging
FL switchable nanoprobes can suggest one possible way to avoid photon-limiting
interferences, yielding high resolution bioimaging in vivo [80, 81]. The FL of probes is
switched by specific physiological factors, such as pH, enzyme activity or other
biologically relevant chemicals [82-84]. Furthermore, photoswitchable nanoprobes, in
which FL is switched by photostimulation, e.g. light irradiation, have been developed to get
improved detectability from high resolution of bioimaging. In this approach, the
photoswitching method allows the dynamic signal to be distinguished from the static signal
of tissue autofluorescence, resulting in improved capability of signal identification and high
resolution imaging in vivo. For example, the developed photoswitchable dendritic
nanoprobes of Kim et al. include the diarylethene derivative as a photochromophore in the
chemical structure, for FL imaging in vivo [81]. The photoswitchable nanoprobes exhibited
high on-off switching contrast ranging from 6.0 to 19.1 in a biological system. Moreover,
the nanoprobes internalized effectively into both cancer cells (HeLa cells) and living
zebrafish, and showed reversible and stable photoswitching behavior with a high on-off
ratio (Figure 1.9). Water-solubility and biocompatibility of the photoswitchable dendritic
nanoclusters are acceptable for biological use. Besides this study, various photoswitchable
nanoprobes for FL imaging have been developed for the last decade and facilitated cellular
FL imaging by enhancing the resolution. However, to date, some conceptual examples have
been demonstrated only in small transparent animals such as caenorhabditis elegans or
zebrafish [80, 81]. There still is a long way to go to facilitate FL imaging in vivo by
photoswitching.
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Figure 1.9. Photoswitching experiments performed on living zebrafish with dendritic
nanoclusters internalized by permeation. The zebrafish was irradiated alternately with UV
(365 nm, 2 min) and visible (590 nm, 30 min) light [81].
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1.3.3. Cancer therapy: Photodynamic therapy
1.3.2.1. Conventional approaches for polymeric drug carriers
In PDT, PSs generally require drug carriers because of their poor water-solubility and
high photo-inducing toxic side effects [85]. Similar to the typical carriers in chemotherapy,
the carriers of PSs must fulfil several requirements such as minimal toxicity, tumor
selectivity, sufficient capability for PS encapsulation, and protection of PSs under
physiological conditions. The advances in nanocarriers have already been well-defined in
optical imaging, MR imaging, and cancer therapy [14, 86]. Nanocarriers can also be used
for delivery of PSs because of their simple loading process and high extensibility, and are
comprised of various materials such as phospholipids and cholesterol, polymers, silica
materials, and metals (Figure 1.10) [50]. Among them, PNPs have emerged as one of the
most promising nanocarriers because of their easily tunable in both size and composition,
as well as their high stability under physiological conditions. For the typical form of PNPs,
the hydrophobic PSs can be physically encapsulated inside of the core-shell type of the
PNPs, in which the PNPs have a hydrophilic/ antifouling PEG shell and a hydrophobic core
[50].
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Figure 1.10. Schematic illustration of nano-sized photosensitizer formulations: (A)
liposome, (B) polymer/silica nanoparticle, and (C) self-assembled nanogel, and (D)
gold nanorod [50].
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1.3.2.2. Novel approaches for high therapeutic efficacy
PSs entrapped in PNPs are characterized by a molecularly well-dispersed or aggregated
state. The nature of PSs in the hydrophobic core of PNPs directly influences singlet oxygen
generation (SOG) efficiency, which governs phototoxicity against tumor cells/tissues [50].
PNP containing the aggregated PSs exhibits a lower level of SOG efficiency than that of
the molecularly dispersed state because of the self-quenching effect of the PSs, resulting in
low phototoxicity and inefficient therapeutic efficacy against tumor cells/tissues [50]. To
enhance the SOG efficiency, the hydrophobic core of PNPs must be designed to well
stabilize the hydrophobic PSs, preventing intermolecular interactions of the PS molecules.
In this context, Lim et al. developed pluronic NPs containing 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid
(FMC) and chrorin e6 (Ce6, a PS) (Figure 1.11). FMC is a small aromatic molecule and
forms a hydrophobic aromatic matrix in the core of the pluronic NPs [87]. Ce6 was
characterized as a molecularly well dispersed state in the aromatic core of FMC.
Consequently, the SOG efficiency of Ce6 remained at a high level even after encapsulation
into the pluronic NPs. Furthermore, by using diatrizoic acid (FIC), an iodinated aromatic
core matrix was introduced into PNPs to achieve a more improved SOG efficiency through
the heavy-atom effect (HAE). The intersystem crossing (ISC) governs the SOG efficiency,
and the rate of ISC can be enhanced from the result of enhanced spin–orbit coupling via
internal or external incorporation of heavy atoms such as halogens or metals [50].
Therefore, the HAE provides an enhanced SOG efficiency. By taking advantage of the
HAE, pluronic NPs with a FIC core matrix exhibit a dramatically improved SOG efficiency
and high phototoxicity against cancer cells. Consideration of the nanostructures of PNPs is
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also found in other recent studies [55]. To maximize the virtues of nanotherapeutics for
PDT, PNPs must provide a PS-stabilizing hydrophobic core to molecularly disperse the PSs
in the core.
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Figure 1.11. a) Schematic representation of aromatic-cored photosensitizing
nanoparticles and the chemical structures of the constituents. The aromatic-core
matrices for FIC NPs and FMC NPs are diatrizoic acid and 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid,
respectively. b) TEM image of FIC NPs [87].
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1.4. Aim and scope of this research
The aim of this study was to develop new polymeric nanoparticles as
diagnostic/therapeutic nanoagents to achieve high resolution optical imaging and high
efficacy photodynamic therapy.

1.4.1. Preparation and characterization of π-conjugated polymer
nanoparticles as photoswitchable nanoprobes for high resolution
bioimaging
Chapter 2 describes the high-performance photoswitchable composite nanoparticles
that can fulfill the stringent requirements for high resolution bioimaging. The closely
integrated binary composite nanoparticles consisting of a π-conjugated polymer as a strong
NIR emitter and a bisthienylethene derivative as a photochromic dye were prepared
following the in situ colloidal polymerization procedure. The photoswitching behavior of
the composite nanoparticles was characterized with photophysical analytic methods. To
validate the in vivo utility of the composite nanoparticles, the high resolution and the
capability to improve signal identification was demonstrated by a photoswitching
experiment with both an in vivo-mimicking model and a murine model with a large degree
of autofluorescence.
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1.4.2.

Preparation

and

characterization

of

sugar-based

polymeric nanocarriers for cancer diagnosis and therapy
The in vivo utility of sugar-based polymeric nanoparticles for cancer diagnosis and
therapy will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 3 describes the synthesis of sugar-based polymers, poly(oxyethylene
galactaramide) (PEGA), which is conceptually designed as a biocompatible polymer hybrid
between polysaccharide and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to attain multivalent hydrogen
bonding and antifouling characteristics. PEGA nanoparticles were prepared via
intermolecular hydrogen bond-mediated self-assembly in aqueous milieu, and the colloidal
behavior of the PEGA nanoparticles were characterized with various analytic methods. To
validate the advantage of the PEGA nanoparticles, the in vivo tumor targeting efficiency
was demonstrated by NIR fluorescence imaging with tumor-bearing mice.
Chapter 4 describes the synthesis of sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants (SPBs), the
amphiphilized PEGA, through direct conjugation of bile (or fatty) acid to the terminal of
PEGA. SPB nanoparticles were prepared via amphiphilic interaction in aqueous milieu.
The loading capability and in vivo tumor targeting efficiency of the SPB nanoparticles with
entrapped hydrophobic drugs were demonstrated with the same optical imaging procedures
of the PEGA nanoparticles. Finally, the SPB nanoparticles containing the PDT drug were
applied to photodynamic therapy.
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Part II
π-Conjugated polymer nanoparticles for high
resolution bioimaging
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Chapter 2. π-Conjugated polymer/photochromophore
binary nanococktails: bistable photoswitching of nearinfrared fluorescence for in vivo imaging

2.1. Introduction
In fluorescence bioimaging, switchable signals have been exploited to overcome
inherent limitations of the photon-based modality, such as interferences with light
absorption, scattering and autofluorescence from biological tissues. Fluorescence switching
by specific physiological factors, such as pH, enzyme activity or other biologically relevant
chemicals, has widely been studied to provide sensing/diagnostic information [1-3].
Switching by photostimulation is another possible way to improve the detectability as well
as spatial resolution of fluorescence imaging [4-11]. In an autofluorescence-rich in vivo
environment, probes whose signal modulation is synchronized with remote photoswitching
can allow the dynamic signal to be distinguished from the static autofluorescence
background, to improve the capability of signal identification. The in vivo utilization of
such probes, however, is still in its infancy due to their low switching contrast and stability,
limited emission brightness with greater tissue interference in the visible window, and
complexity in probe synthesis and delivery formulation. Up to date, some conceptual
examples have been demonstrated in small transparent animals such as caenorhabditis
elegans or zebrafish [9-11].
In an effort to provide high-performance photoswitchable probes that can fulfill
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stringent requirements for in vivo imaging, I devised a molecular integration approach
toward composite nanococktails (NCs) possessing (1) bright fluorescence in the nearinfrared (NIR) region with less tissue interference, (2) reversible and repeatable
photoswitching with high on/off contrast, (3) excellent on/off memory bistability for
nondestructive fluorescence readout under physiological condition, and (4) tiny colloidal
size with water dispersibility for in vivo delivery. Specifically, I prepared closely integrated
binary NCs that are constituted of a photochromic bisthienylethene derivative and a πconjugated polymer showing bright solid-state fluorescence. Here, the fluorescence can be
turned on and off by alternate photochromic switching between the colorless and the
colored/nonfluorescent states, where the latter can quench the emission through
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Figure 2.1). This dense physical assembly
allowed for facile integration and optimization between dual functions (solid-state NIR
fluorescence and photochromism) in a form of tiny nanoparticles, to accomplish successful
in vivo/ex vivo photoswitching and biomedical imaging in murine models.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the cvCP/BTE integrated binary NCs and chemical
structures of the components. Chemical structure of BTE is reversibly converted between
two different isomers by illumination of UV/visible light thereby are indicated by grey and
blue rectangles.
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2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Materials and instrumentation
All chemical reagents were purchased from Aldrich and TCI and used without further
purification. Size distribution of a nanoparticle dispersion in Milli-Q water was determined
at 25 oC by using a zeta-sizer (Nano-ZS, Malvern). Transmission electron microscopic
(TEM) images were obtained with a CM30 electron microscope (FEI/Philips) operated at
200 kV. For the TEM sample preparation, a drop of nanoparticle dispersion was dried on a
200-mesh copper grid coated with carbon.

2.2.2. Preparation of nanococktails (NCs)
NCs were prepared following the procedure of in situ colloidal polymerization, as
representatively described for DOP-NC (Scheme 2.1). 2,5-Bis(octyloxy)terephthalaldehyde
(12.9 mg, 33 μmol, Aldrich Chemical), p-xylylene dicyanide (5.1 mg, 33 μmol, TCI) and
1,2-bis(2,4-dimethyl-5-phenyl-3-thienyl)-3,3,4,4,5,5-hexafluoro-1-cyclopentene (1, 3, and
5 times higher amount to the total weight of dialdehyde and diacetonitrile monomers, TCI)
were dissolved in Tween 80 (1 g, Sigma Chemical) with gentle heating. The cooled mixture
(0.15 g) was mixed with 2.5 mL of Milli-Q water under sonication into a clear colloidal
dispersion. Polymerization was initiated by adding 0.2 mL of tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (1.0 M in methanol, Aldrich Chemical) and conducted overnight under

magnetic stirring at room temperature. Unreacted monomers, catalyst and excess
surfactant were removed by dialyzing the reaction mixture against Milli-Q water in a
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cellulose ester membrane (cutoff=300 kDa) for a week. In case of BP-NC, the reaction
mixture was prepared by dissolving 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxaldehyde (10.3 mg, 49 μmol,
TCI), p-xylylene dicyanide (7.6 mg, 49 μmol, TCI), and 1,2-bis(2,4-dimethyl-5-phenyl-3thienyl)-3,3,4,4,5,5-hexafluoro-1-cyclopentene (1, 3, and 5 times higher amount to total
weight of dialdehyde and diacetonitrile monomers, TCI) in Tween 80 (2 g, Sigma
Chemical), and the same procedure was followed as described above for DOP-NC.
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Scheme 2.1. Schematic diagram depicting colloidal synthesis of cvCP/BTE NCs through
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH)-catalyzed Knoevenagel polymerization of cvCPs
in the hydrophobic core of solvent-free aqueous micelles.
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2.2.3. Photoswitching experiment
NCs in Milli-Q water (2 mL, 43 μg mL-1) was added to a quartz cuvette (10 mm path
length, 3.5 mL nominal capacity, 4 optical sides, Hellma). Fluorescence of NCs was turned
off or on by alternate illumination of UV (254 nm, a handheld UV lamp, Spectroline, ENF240C/FE, Spectronics, 310 μW/cm2) for 2 min or VIS (655 nm, a red diode laser, MRL-III655, CNI, 11 mW, 0.78 cm2 in beam diameter) for 1.5 min. During repeated on-/offswitching of NCs, absorption and PL spectra were acquired using a UV-visible
spectrometer (Agilent 8453) and a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000,
wavelength calibrated for excitation and emission), respectively.

2.2.4. In vitro photoswitching in an in vivo-mimicking model
DOP-NCs in Milli-Q water (200 μL, 80 μg mL-1) was added to a disposable 96-well
plate (polystyrene, SPL) which was covered with a chicken ham slice (2.3 mm thick) as a
model of biological tissue exhibiting strong autofluorescence. The PL images were taken
under repeated on-/off-switching of NCs with an IVIS Spectrum imaging system (Caliper).

2.2.5. In vivo/ex vivo photoswitching
The animal study has been approved by the animal care and use committee of Korea
Institute of Science and Technology, and all handling of mice was performed in accordance
with the institutional regulations. For animal experiments, BALB/c nude mice (male, 5
weeks of age; Orient Bio Inc., Korea) were initially anaesthetized with intraperitoneal
injection of 0.5% pentobarbital sodium (0.01 mL g-1). Switched-off DOPNCs (20 μL at 80
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μg mL-1 or 4.0 mg mL-1) were intradermally injected into the forepaw pad of mice, and
turned on with red laser illumination of VIS (655 nm, 5-10 min, 11 mW cm-2). NIR
fluorescence images were taken at predetermined time points after injection by an IVIS
Spectrum imaging system (Caliper, USA). 3-Dimensional fluorescence images were
computationally reconstructed by Living Image® (version 4.3.1). After in vivo imaging
studies, ex vivo fluorescence images of resected lymph nodes were taken by an IVIS
Spectrum imaging system with the same acquisition setup as used for in vivo imaging. For
fluorescence histologic inspection, sections of the OCT-embedded lymph nodes were
imaged using LEICA DMI3000B equipped with a Nuance FX multispectral imaging
system (CRI, USA).

2.2.6. In vivo toxicity study
Toxicity experiments were carried out by monitoring mouse bodyweight change and
performing the rat blood test. BALB/c nude mice (~20 g bodyweight, male, 5 weeks of age;
Orient Bio Inc., Korea) were initially anaesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of 0.5 %
pentobarbital sodium (0.01 mL g-1), and 20 μL of concentrated DOP-NCs (4.0 mg mL-1) or
PBS were intradermally injected into the forepaw pad of mice. The bodyweight was
measured at selected time points for 2 weeks. For blood test 10 days after the NC
administration, Crl:CD (SD) rats (~100 g bodyweight, male, 5 weeks of age; Orient Bio
Inc., Korea) were initially anaesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of 0.5%
pentobarbital sodium (0.01 mL g-1), and 100 μL of concentrated DOP-NCs (4.0 mg mL-1)
or PBS were administrated as performed with mice. Blood samples were collected 10 day
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after DOP-NCs or PBS injection and analyzed by NEODIN Medical Institute (Korea).

2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Preparation of nanococktails (NCs) as photoswitchable
nanoprobes
In the construction of photoswitchable binary NCs, we employed cyanovinylenebackboned conjugated polymers (cvCP) as a nanoscopically concentrated fluorescence
emitter and a bisthienylethene derivative, 1,2-bis(2,4-dimethyl-5-phenyl-3-thienyl)3,3,4,4,5,5-hexafl uoro-1-cyclopentene (BTE) as a photoswitching modulator, respectively.
Recently, we have reported that the cvCP-aggregated nanoparticles show bright solid-state
fluorescence in the visible-to-NIR region [12], as opposed to the “self-quenching” of
fluorescence typical of common dyes or red/NIR-emissive conjugated polymers at high
concentration or in the aggregated state [13-14]. This unique phenomenon of solidstate (or
aggregation-enhanced) fluorescence can afford intense fluorescence output that is
proportional to the number density of nanoscopic emitters [15-21], which would be useful
for biomedical in vivo imaging. As for the switching constituent, BTE derivatives are
known to have highly efficient and reversible photochromism with thermal bistability
between the UV-absorbing colorless ring-open form and the colored ring-closed isomer
with broad absorption up to the NIR (Figure 2.1) [22-24]. These attributes of BTE are
considered appropriate for the stable photoswitching of NIR fluorescence at body
temperature (∼37 °C). Taking these advantages into consideration, we attempted
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nanoscopic high-density integration between solid-state emitters and photochromic
molecules, which would combine intense fluorescence and high-contrast on/off
photoswitching by allowing for inter-species close proximity that is prerequisite for the
efficient FRET interaction. As a proof of concept, the cvCP/BTE integrated binary NCs
were prepared via the Knoevenagel polymerization of cvCP in the presence of BTE within
the hydrophobic interior of water-dispersed surfactant micelles (Scheme 2.1). This in situ
colloidal polymerization produced very fine composite nanoparticles that are stably
dispersed in aqueous milieu (Figure 2.2). The number-averaged hydrodynamic sizes were
measured to be smaller than 20 nm by dynamic light scattering (DLS), which is tiny
enough for facile delivery in vivo [25-27]. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM)
images showed that the obtained NCs are spherical particles (3.5 ± 1.0 nm for BP-NC and
3.6 ± 1.9 nm for DOP-NC; at least 80 particles counted for the size analysis) and have high
electron density due to the semiconducting nature of π-conjugated molecules. The electron
diffraction patterns taken from the TEM observation suggest that the constituent molecules
are indeed densely aggregated in the NC interior with certain crystalline orders, as designed
according to the dense nanointegration concept (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.2. a-d) Representative TEM images of BP-NC (a, b) and DOP-NC (c, d). NC
colloids are indicated with yellow arrows in (a, c). e) Hydrodynamic size distribution of
BP-NC (black curve) and DOP-NC (red curve) NPs (measured by DLS).

Figure 2.3. Electron diffraction pattern of BP-NCs (a) and DOP-NCs (b).
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2.3.2. Photoswitching behavior of NCs
Figure 2.4 demonstrates fluorescence emission of the obtained NCs and their on/off
photoswitching. Fluorescence colors were determined depending on the aromatic structure
of the dialdehyde monomer used; biphenylene- and dioctylphenylene-based monomers
produced visible-emissive BP-NC (λ max.fl = 585 nm, Φ fl = 0.6) and NIR-emissive DOP-NC
(λ max.fl = 728 nm, Φ fl = 0.2), respectively. It was found that in spite of the dense packing of
conjugated polymers, both NCs emit bright fluorescence without significant self-quenching,
indicating that the characteristic solid-state fluorescence is operative in the cvCPaggregated nanococktails [12]. Importantly, both visible and NIR emissions from the
obtained NCs, regardless of the fluorescence color, could be efficiently switched on and off
by the same photochromic dye (BTE) co-integrated in each NC. In photoswitching
experiments, both NCs underwent the reversible photochromic modulation: a visible
absorption band from the ring-closed BTE isomer (λ

max.abs

≈ 580 nm) was found to

emerge and disappear repeatedly with alternate UV (254 nm) and visible (650 nm) light
illumination, respectively (Figure 2.5). The ring-closed isomer band is responsible for the
FRET-based fluorescence quenching (switching-off), and thus, its spectral overlap with the
fluorescence emitter is of importance for the efficient FRET interaction [13]. In our system,
this visible photochromic band was well matched with the emission spectrum of the
visible-emissive BP-NC, but only partially overlapped with that of the NIR-emissive DOPNC. Nonetheless, both NCs showed efficient fluorescence quenching with comparably high
on/off contrasts for photochromic switching (Figure 2.4). This suggests that the molecular
close condensation achieved in both NCs facilitates the exciton migration and funneling
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into the low-bandgap quencher (the ring-closed BTE) even in the case with a significant
spectral mismatch.
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Figure 2.4. PL spectra and fluorescence image (inset) of switched-on (solid curve) and -off
(dashed curve) NCs. Fluorescence of NCs are reversibly switched on/off by alternate
illumination of UV (254 nm, 2 min) and visible light (655 nm, 1.5 min), respectively. To
acquire PL spectra, NCs were excited at 450 nm, in which both photoisomers of BTE have
negligibly small absorptions.
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Figure 2.5. Absorption spectra of BP-NC (a) and DOP-NC (b) in the switched “ON”
(black) and “OFF” (red) states.
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Among the advantages given by the physical nanointegration approach is the ease of
optimizing the composition between the emitting and photochromic constituents. The
composition effect on the fluorescence photoswitching was examined with varying the feed
ratio (r) for the NC preparation (BTE: total monomer = r : 1 by weight, where r = 1, 3 and
5). It has been reported that the ring-opening quantum yield of BTE (Φ C → O = 0.015 in
hexane) is much lower than that of the ring-closing cyclization for fluorescence quenching
(Φ O → C = 0.46 in hexane) [28]. Considering this, intense laser irradiation (655 nm, 11 mW,
0.78 cm2 in beam diameter) was used for switching the fluorescence on by ring opening,
whereas the switching-off by ring closing was done with a common hand-held UV lamp
(254 nm, 310 μW cm-2 ). Under this condition, all the NCs presented similar switching
kinetics regardless of the composition (Figure 2.6 and 2.7a-b); the switching-off reaction
reached saturation faster (< 50 s) than the switching-on (∼90 s). As for the switching
contrast, the fluorescence on/off ratio raised with increasing the feed ratio (r) and reached
maximum values at r = 3 for both NCs (21 for BP-NC and 26 for DOP-NC), which is
suitable for high-contrast bioimaging [4-11]. For both NCs (r = 3), the reversible
photoswitching was stably repeated up to at least 10 cycles with their on/off ratio kept at
the same level (the insets of Figure 2.7c-d). At the same time, it was found that they stably
maintained the photoswitiching capability and tiny colloidal structure after three months of
storage at room temperature (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.6. PL spectra of BP-NC (a, b) and DOP-NC (c, d) at selected time points during
the switching “OFF” (a, c) and “ON” (b, d) reactions (BTE : total monomer = 3 : 1 by
weight). Spectra were acquired at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, and 120 s under UV (254
nm) illumination (a, c), and at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 s under visible (655 nm)
illumination (b, d). The red allows indicate the time evolution of fluorescence intensities.
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Figure 2.7. a-b) PL intensity changes of BP-NCs (a) and DOP-NCs (b) under a on/off
switching cycle. To modulate the composition of NCs, feed ratio (r) for the NC prepration
was varied (BTE : total monomer = r : 1 by weight, where r = 1 (black curve), 3 (red curve),
and 5 (blue curve)). c-d) PL intensity changes of BP-NCs (r = 3, c) and DOP-NCs (r = 3, d)
under continuous illumination of fluorescense reading beam (450 nm). PL intensity
changes of NCs under ten on/off switching cycles are inset.
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Figure 2.8. TEM image and fluorescence photoswitching of DOP-NC (r = 3) after three
months of storage at room temperature.
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More importantly, the photoswitched on/off memory (intensified and quenched
fluorescence) of NCs (r = 3) could be bistably preserved under the readout condition for
fluorescence imaging with continuous irradiation of the fluorescence excitation light at 450
nm for 3 h (Figure 2.7c-d). This nondestructive readout capability is attributed to the
spectral separation between the absorption bands of the BTE isomers for photochromism
and the excitation band of cvCP for fluorescence imaging. Because of large Stokes’ shifts
typical of the cvCP nanoparticles [12], both BP-NC (λ max.fl = 585 nm) and DOP-NC (λ max.fl
= 728 nm) can be excited with blue light at around 450 nm, where the two photoisomers of
BTE have minimal absorption (Figure 2.5). Therefore, it is expected that the excitation
light for the fluorescence imaging would not induce any significant photoisomerization
reactions, rendering the photoswitched on/off memory nonvolatile during the fluorescence
readout cycles. This characteristic feature allows for the perfect spectral decoupling of the
imaging light (∼450 nm) from the switching lights (254 and 655 nm). During the
fluorescence readout in the “off” state, the fluorescence quenching would inevitably excite
the quencher (the ring-closed BTE) by FRET and may induce the ring-opening
photoisomerization back to the non-quenching “on” state. However, it is reasonably
considered that a sufficient population of the quencher will be preserved to retain the
switched-off memory intact because its ring-opening quantum yield is quite low and the
fluorescence intensity is far below the typical level of switching lights for
photoisomerization. With a lower amount of BTE (r = 1), the photoswitched on/off ratio
was reduced (∼6.5 for DOP-NC) whereas the on/off memory was bistably preserved under
continuous irradiation at 450 nm (Figure 2.9). This affirms that the observed
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nondestructive readout capability of NCs is not subjected to the amount of BTE but
attributed to the spectral separation between wavelengths for photoswitching and
fluorescence excitation. In another aspect, the stable fluorescence signals under continuous
excitation at 450 nm confirms the high photostability of cvCPs integrated in NCs, being a
beneficial feature for long-term tracking of biological objects by fluorescence. It should be
also noted that both NCs retained the photoswitched on/off signals bistably in a
physiological medium (Dulbecoo’s modified Eagle medium with 10% FBS at 37 ° C; see
Figure 2.10), probably due to the strong affinity between closely integrated π-conjugated
molecules (e.g., π-π stacking or hydrophobic interaction). This high structural integrity of
the physically assembled NCs suggests that their advantageous photoswitching
characteristics can be applied to imaging experiments under biological conditions.
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Figure 2.9. Bistability of the switched “ON” and “OFF” intensities of DOP-NCs (r = 1
(blue) and r = 3 (red), where BTE : total monomer = r : 1 by weight), during continuous
excitation at 450 nm (14 μW cm-2) for PL readout (n = 3).
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Figure 2.10. Temporal PL intensity changes showing bistability of the switched “ON”
(black) and “OFF” (red) states of BP-NC (a) and DOP-NC (b) dispersed in Dulbecoo’s
modified Eagle medium (DMEM) with 10 % FBS at 37 oC (BTE : total monomer = 3 : 1
by weight).
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2.3.3. In vitro photoswitching of NCs in an in vivo-mimicking
model
To validate the in vivo utility of our photoswitchable NCs, imaging experiments were
conducted with DOP-NC because its emission components in the NIR region will be more
biologically transparent due to less photon-limiting interferences (absorption, scattering
and autofl uorescence) [29]. First, the capability to improve signal identification was
demonstrated by photoswitching DOP-NC on/off and observing the modulating signal
through the thick biological specimen with huge autofluorescence (Figure 2.11 and 2.12).
In this in vivo-mimicking condition, the emission intensity from the switched-on DOP-NC
was shown indistinguishable from nonspecific background signals under the excitation at
430 nm. Such a low-contrast imaging result is a typical situation often experienced when
using non-switchable fluorescent probes. However, the alternate irradiation of switching
lights turned only the photoswitchable DOP-NC signal on and off without autofluorescence
alteration, rendering it distinguishable from the static background. As a result, the highcontrast signal identification was achieved in the difference image between the switched on
and off states (Figure 2.11b), clearly demonstrating the potential advantage of
photoswitchable fluorescent probes for the background-rich in vivo imaging.
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Figure 2.11. Spectrally filtered images (a) (λex = 430 nm, λem = 720 nm) and the differential
image (b) from switched-on and -off DOP-NCs through the biological tissue (2.3 mm thick
chicken ham).

Figure 2.12. Bright field image of a biological specimen (2.3 mm thick chicken ham) on a
96-well plate containing DOP-NC in a well, which was used for the photoswitching
experiment in Figure 2.11.
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2.3.4. In vivo photoswitching of NCs in a mouse model
In the subsequent experiment, we assessed the capability of the photoswitchable NCs for in
vivo delivery and biomedical imaging by performing sentinel lymph node (SLN) mapping
that is of clinical importance for cancer staging and surgery [30]. In our previous study, it
has been shown that the cvCP nanoparticles are capable of fast and accurate identification
of SLNs in real time, which is attributed to their advantageous properties (bright NIR
fluorescence emission, colloidal/chemical stability and mesoscopic size range) [12]. With
such advantages in common, DOP-NC was applied to SLN mapping by photoswitching in
a live mouse model (Figure 2.13 and 2.14). When the switched off DOP-NC was injected
intradermally into the forepaw pad of a mouse at a dose of 0.08 mg/kg bodyweight, no
fluorescence signal was observed by naked eye as well as even with a high sensitivity
imaging system. To turn the DOP-NC fluorescence on, an intense red laser (655 nm) was
employed considering the low ring-opening quantum yield of BTE; the laser beam was
shined on a spot (ca. 2 mm in diameter) around the axilla at 5 min post-injection. Through
this photoswitching operation, a fluorescing spot appeared nearby the laser-irradiated
position, clearly locating a subcutaneous SLN with a bright signal that can be
noninvasively recognized even by naked eye (Figure 2.14a). It is noted that the laserirradiated and fluorescence-activated locations are not identical but far separated,
suggesting the occurrence of photoswitching reaction by the diffused laser light through the
tissue. Indeed, the photoswitching feasibility could be confirmed in an in vivo-mimicking
experiment where the diffused laser light turned on the switched-off DOP-NC spots that
were separated up to 4 cm away from the laser spot through the thick biological tissue
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(Figure 2.15). After photoswitching-on, it was clearly imaged in the 3D-reconstructed
representation that the administered NCs were accumulated at two node-like regions as
early as 5 minutes post-injection (Figure 2.14b). The ex vivo imaging verified that the two
fluorescing organs resected from the NC-injected side are axillary and brachial nodes
(Figure 2.14c). Such rapid SLN mapping by the NCs is attributable to their colloidal size
(< 20 nm) that is suitable for efficient lymphatic drainage and migration to SLN as well as
SLN retention by cellular uptake [12], validating their advantageous aspect for in vivo
delivery. The amount of BTE in DOP-NC was found to have a negligible effect on the
overall colloidal size. Accordingly, DOP-NC with different compositions (BTE: total
monomer = r : 1 by weight, where r = 1, 3, and 5) displayed similarly fast kinetics of SLN
accumulation (Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2-13. Optical and NIR fluorescence overlay 2D images of a mouse (n=5) injected
intradermally with switched-off DOP-NC into the left forepaw (0.08 mg/kg bodyweight).
The images were taken at 5 min post-injection (λex = 430 nm, λem = 720 nm) before (left)
and after (right) red laser irradiation (655 nm, 5 min). Circles indicate the laser illuminated
position.

Figure 2-14. a) True color fluorescence images of a mouse (n = 5) injected intradermally
with switched-off DOP-NCs (20 μL, 43-86 μg mL-1) into the left forepaw. The images were
taken before/after illumination of visible light (655 nm, 5 min) at 5 min post-injection. Red
dashed circle indicate illuminated position of visible light. b) 3-Dimensional fluorescence
images of a mouse taken after selective switching-on of DOP-NC at lymph nodes. The
green and red arrows indicate axillary and brachial nodes, respectively. c) Spectrally
filtered images (λex = 430 nm, λem = 720 nm) of recected lymph nodes of a mouse.
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Figure 2.15. Switching-on feasibility for the DOP-NC fluorescence with visible laser light
(655 nm) diffused through a thick biological tissue (chicken breast). Spots of the switchedoff DOP-NC (20 μL, 80 μg mL-1) were initially injected to the tissue in depth in a lattice
array (8 mm in depth, 10 mm in interval). Red circle indicates the laser illuminated position
(2 mm in diameter). Laser exposure time points are indicated in the image.

Figure 2.16. a) Number-averaged hydrodynamic size distributions and representative TEM
images (inset) of DOP-NC with different NC compositions (BTE : total monomer = r : 1 by
weight, where r = 1 (black), 3 (red), or 5 (blue)). b) Optical and NIR fluorescence (λex =
430 nm, λem = 720 nm) overlay images of mice injected with DOP-NC into the left forepaw.
The images were taken at the indicated time points before and after intradermal injection.
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It should be noted that, in general cases of SLN mapping, only a portion of the injected
dose reaches the SLNs with the majority undrained, which inevitably causes huge
background signals at the injection site when using non-switchable fluorescent probes
(Figure 2.17) [12]. In sharp contrast to this typical situation, the use of our switchable NCs
produced high contrast signals only at the laser-selected SLNs without any unnecessarily
generated background from the remnant probes in the injection site. Moreover, the
switched-off state of the excess probes remaining in the injection site, as well as the
switched-on state at SLNs, could be bistably preserved with no significant fluorescence
alteration during the repeated imaging scans, regardless of the injection dosage (Figure
2.17 and 2.18). It turned out that the in vivo on/off ratio depends on the injection dosage
(∼1.4 at 0.08 mg/kg and ∼16 at 4 mg/kg). Nonetheless, each on/off ratio was stably
retained under light irradiation, unambiguously ascribable to the nondestructive readout
bistability of our switchable NCs. As a result, high-precision contrasts could be clearly
inscribed at the target organ in the autofluorescence-rich in vivo condition. These results
elucidate the characteristic advantage of our photoswitchable NCs, i.e., bright NIR
fluorescence signal as well as dual selectivity of the signal inscription via selective SLN
delivery of the NCs and then photoselective turn-on switching of the fluorescence.
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Figure 2.17. a-b) Optical and NIR fluorescence overlay 2D images of mice (n = 5) injected
intradermally with switched-on DOP-NC (a) and switched-off DOP-NC (b) into the left
forepaw (0.08 mg/kg bodyweight). The switched-off DOP-NC was turned on at 5 min
postinjection with red laser irradiation at the spot indicated by the circle. The images were
taken at selected time points (λex = 430 nm, λem = 720 nm). Huge background signals at the
injection site in (a) represent the situation occurring when using non-switchable fluorescent
probes for SLN mapping. c) SLN intensity obtained from the NIR fluorescence images in a
(red bar) and b (green bar) at the indicated time points.
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Figure 2.18. Optical and NIR fluorescence overlay images (a) and relative FL intensity at
lymph node (b) of a mouse injected intradermally with concentrated switched-off DOP-NC
(20 μL, 4.0 mg mL-1) into the left forepaw (n = 5). The switched-off DOP-NC was turned
on at 5 min post-injection with red laser irradiation at the spot indicated by the circle. The
images were taken at selected time points (λex = 430 nm, λem = 720 nm).
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Histological analysis of the resected nodes demonstrated that the NCs were taken up by
cells in the sinusoidal region where the NIR emission spectrum of the switched-on DOPNC was clearly distinguishable from the autofluorescence background (Figure 2.19a).
Importantly, the NCs delivered to the node tissue retained their reversible photoswitching
capability, as manifested by the alternate illumination of switching lights at 254 and 655
nm in the ex vivo microscopic setup (Figure 2.19b). The consequent high on/off contrast
(∼15) suggests that the physically integrated NCs maintained the initial structural integrity
without destruction in the in vivo and ex vivo experiments, confirming their potential for
biomedical applications.
Further, we carried out toxicity studies to assess the biocompatibility of NCs. The in
vitro cell viability assay elucidated minimal toxic effects of NCs on live cells (Figure
2.20a). To evaluate the in vivo toxicity, mice and rats were intradermally injected with PBS
or high dosage of DOP-NCs (4 mg/kg bodyweight) into the forepaw. During the
monitoring of mice for two weeks, bodyweight changes showed negligible difference
between the control and experimental groups, indicating minimal impacts on the mouse
viability (Figure 2.20b). In the blood test with rats, red/white blood cell counts and
attributes were almost the same or negligibly different in both groups (Figure 2.21).
Although notable differences were found in the values for monocyte, basophil and
eosinophil, all the levels lie in range of the clinical standard for rats. In case of liver
function, no significant sign of toxicity was observed with small differences for alkaline
phosphate, blood urea nitrogen, cholesterol and alanine transferase [32]. All results on the
in vitro/in vivo toxicity studies elucidate the biocompatibility of our photoswitchable NCs.
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Figure 2.19. a) Histological images and PL spectra of the OCT-embedded lymph nodes.
Fluorescence of DOP-NCs (red, pseudo color) at lymph node was spectrally separated from
the autofluorescence (green, pseudo color). PL spectra of them were drawn by same
colored curves to the pseudo fluorescence color. b) Switched-on and -off images of the
OCT-embedded lymph nodes.
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Figure 2.20. a) In vitro cytotoxicity of BP-NC (red bar) and DOP-NC (green bar) against
HeLa cells, evaluated by the colorimetric MTT assay. Cells were treated at various
concentrations for 1 h and assayed according to the literature procedure [31]. b) Mouse
bodyweight change (n=3) after intradermal administration of PBS or DOP-NC (20 μL, 4.0
mg mL-1) into the left forepaw.
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Figure 2.21. Blood test parameters for rats (n=4) with intradermal administration of PBS
(red) or DOP-NC (green, 100 μL, 4.0 mg mL-1). Blood samples of rats were collected 10
days after intradermal administration of PBS or DOP-NC.
※ Following abbreviations are used in Figure 2.21; Alk.phosphatase (Alkaline phosphate),
γ-GTP (γ-globulin transferase), BUN (Blood urea nitrogen), ALT (SGPT, Alanine
transferase), RBC(Red blood cells), RDW-CV (red cell volume distribution widthcoefficient of variation), MCH (mean corpuscular hemoglobin), MCHC (mean corpuscular
hemoglobin concentration), and WBC (White blood cells).
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2.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, I have developed a new type of photoswitchable nanoprobes based on
binary composite nanococktails (NCs) that are well suited for in vivo applications.
Nanoscopic close integration between cvCP and BTE via in situ colloidal polymerization
offered physically assembled nanoconstructs showing bright fluorescence in the NIR and
its high-contrast photoswitching through the efficient intraparticle FRET, and
nondestructive fluorescence readout with on/off bistability and reversibility, as well as tiny
colloidal size with high structural integrity for in vivo delivery. All these combined merits
enabled high-precision inscription and identification of imaging signals in the backgroundrich media including a mouse model, validating our dense nanointegration strategy of
exploring photoswitchable NIR fluorescence for biomedical in vivo imaging.
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Part III
Sugar-based polymeric nanoparticles for cancer
diagnosis
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Chapter 3. Poly(oxyethylene sugaramide)s:
unprecedented multihydroxyl building blocks for
tumor-homing nanoassembly

3.1. Introduction
Self-assembly is a process in which molecules spontaneously form supramolecular
structures without external intervention [1]. It is a key way of molecular organization in
biological systems (e.g., lipid membranes, nucleic acids, and proteins), and has been
employed to develop biomimetic nanomaterials [2-8]. In the design of artificial building
blocks, hydrophilic/hydrophobic interaction has extensively been exploited as a driving
force for various kinds of molecular arrangements, and the resulting supramolecular
aggregates have gained considerable attention from the standpoint of fundamental
researches as well as practical bioapplications [9-13]. Self-assembled nanoparticles of
biopolymeric amphiphiles are among the representative examples that hold potential as
biocompatible drug carriers with high tumor targeting efficiency by virtue of the enhanced
permeability and retention (EPR) effect [14-20].
Hydrogen bonding is another major intermolecular attraction occurring in nature.
Nucleic acids and proteins utilize hydrogen bonding for molecular recognition and
hyperstructure formation [4, 5]. Multihydroxyl carbohydrates (sugars) are implicated in
cell-cell recognition, infection by pathogens and many other aspects in the immune
response via hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups [6, 7]. In these examples,
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multivalent strong hydrogen bonding is attained in a properly controlled or stereo-selective
fashion to overcome the interference by hydrogen bondable water molecules in the medium.
In the case of artificial building blocks, it is known that poly(carboxylic acid)-based proton
donors and nonionic proton-accepting polymers can spontaneously form heterospecies
interpolymer complexes (IPCs) via multivalent hydrogen bonding in water [21-27].
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is another example that can undergo aqueous self-assembly by
itself into gels via homospecies hydrogen bonding between pendant hydroxyl groups [2829]. In spite of potential for various applications, the self-assembled structures of artificial
hydrogen bonding building blocks have an inherent limitation that they are typically only
stable under strictly controlled conditions (e.g., acidic pH for IPCs or high molecular
weight and high concentration for PVA gels), requiring further stabilization techniques like
crosslinking. Thereby their biomedical applicability, particularly for in vivo uses, has been
limited [26].
In this regard, I devised biomimetic polyhydroxyl building blocks capable of robust
homospecies hydrogen bonding, to explore the bioapplicability of artificial hydrogen
bonded nanoassemblies in vivo. The designed building blocks are alternating
poly(oxyethylene sugaramide)s, i.e., a hybrid between polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
polysaccharide. Inspired by the capability of carbohydrates to form stereo-selective
multivalent hydrogen bonds, acyclic monosaccharide units were incorporated into the
polymer backbone by being connected with oligo(ethylene glycol) (oligo-EG) linkages
through amide condensation. The formed polymeric amides would further contribute to the
intra- or interchain multiple hydrogen bonding [30]. The inserted oligo-EGs were chosen to
employ the favorable biomedical characteristics of PEG, i.e., (1) enhanced water
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solubility/dispersibility, (2) minimal nonspecific interaction with biomaterials (antifouling
effect) to prevent unwanted opsonization and filtration by reticuloendothelial systems
(RES), (3) reduced enzymatic degradation and immunogenicity, and (4) prolonged blood
circulation [31-32]. Taken together, the designed biohybrid building blocks are anticipated
to be fully hydrophilic, nonionic, biocompatible and capable of polyvalent hydrogen
bonding that will be robust enough to operate in water. Another advantageous feature of
this design is that the pendant hydroxyl groups offer a wealth of chemical reactivity for
further lateral conjugation of components with diverse functionalities. To prove the validity
of this idea, we synthesized poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s. I found that they indeed
undergo aqueous self-assembly into multi-chain hydrogen-bonded nanoparticles (Figure
3.1) and exhibit favorable biomedical properties in vitro and in vivo including excellent
tumor targetability. Here are reported the experimental results to demonstrate the potential
of hydrogen bonding-mediated self-assembled nanostructures as a new class of materials
for bioimaging.
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Figure 3.1. Chemical structure of poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs) and
representation of

the hydrogen bonding-mediated aqueous self-assembly into

nanoparticles.
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3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Materials and instrumentation
All chemical reagents were purchased from Aldrich and TCI, and used without further
purification. Chemical structures were identified by FT-IR (Thermo Mattsonmodel Infinity
Gold FT-IR), 1H- and

13

C-NMR (Varian unity plus 300). Elemental analysis was

performed on a CHNS-O Analyzer (EA 1180, FISONS Instruments). The molecular
weights of polymers were determined by 1H-NMR spectral analysis and gel permeation
chromatographic (GPC) analyses with Agilent Technologies 1200 series. UltrahydrogelTM
120, 500, and 1000 (Waters, USA) and pullulan were used for GPC columns and the
standard, respectively. The flow rate was maintained at 1.0 mL/min at 30 oC. Transmission
electron microscopic (TEM) images were recorded with a CM30 electron microscope
(FEI/Philips) operated at 200 kV. For the TEM sample preparation, a drop of particle
dispersion was dried on a 300 mesh copper grid coated with carbon and negatively stained
with a 2 wt% uranyl acetate solution. Cryo-TEM images were recorded with a Tecnai G2
F20 electron microscope (FEI/Philips) operated at -170 oC and with 200 kV of acceleration
voltage. For the TEM sample preparation, a drop of particle dispersion was loaded onto a
holey-carbon film-supported grid, then frozen with liquid nitrogen. The size of aqueous
dispersed nanoparticles was determined using a zeta-sizer (Nano-ZS, Malvern) equipped
with a multi-purpose titrator (MPT-2, Malvern). Fluorescence spectra were acquired using
a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000, wavelength calibrated for excitation and
emission).
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3.2.2. Synthesis of dimethyl galactarate (DMGA)
Galactaric acid (30 g, 0.143 mol) was refluxed in methanol (720 mL) and concentrated
sulfuric acid (3 mL) overnight. The product was purified by recrystallization from mixture
of methanol (800 mL) and triethylamine (5 mL) and dried under vacuum at room
temperature. Yield: 28.65g (84 %). 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 300 MHz, ppm): δ 3.33 (s, 6H),
3.79 (d, J= 9.2 MHz, 2H), 4.31 (d, J=8.7 MHz, 2H), 4.82 (m, 2H), 4.94 (d, J=9.2 MHz, 2H).
13

C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 75 MHz, ppm): δ 52.5, 71.4, 72.3, 175.9. FT-IR (KBr): 3305 cm-1

(O-H stretching), 2966 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1729 cm-1 (ester C=O stretching), 1386 cm-1
(ester C-O stretching). Calcd for C8H14O8: C, 40.3; H, 5.9. Found: C, 40.3; H, 5.9.

3.2.3. Synthesis of poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs)
Each polymer was synthesized by polycondensation between DMGA and oligo-EG
(Scheme 3.1), which are ethylenediamine (PEGA0), 2.2’-oxybis(ethylamine) (PEGA1),
and 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine) (PEGA2). The reaction mixture of DMGA (1 g,
4.2 mmol) and oligo-EG diamine (5.0 mmol) was refluxed in methanol (30 mL) for 6 - 24
hours, and the precipitate formed was filtrated, washed with methanol, and dried under
vacuum at room temperature.
PEGA0. Yield: 0.95 g. FT-IR (KBr): 3396 cm-1 (O-H and N-H stretching), 2947 and 2874
cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1640 cm-1 (amide C=O stretching), 1541 cm-1 (amide N-H bending).
Calcd for C8H14N2O6: C, 41.0; H, 6.0; N, 13.0. Found: C, 40.0; H, 6.3; N, 11.8.
PEGA1. Yield: 1.10 g. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 300 MHz, ppm): δ 3.44 (m, 4H), 3.80 (m,
2H), 4.14 (m, 2H), 4.42 (br), 5.29 (br), 7.60 (m, 2H). 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 75 MHz, ppm):
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δ 38.3, 69.1, 71.0, 174.4. FT-IR (KBr): 3355 cm-1 (O-H and N-H stretching), 2938 and
2875 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1647 cm-1 (amide C=O stretching), 1537 cm-1 (amide N-H
bending). Calcd for C10H18N2O7: C, 43.16; H, 6.52; N, 10.07. Found: C, 42.3; H, 6.8; N,
10.0.
PEGA2. Yield: 1.15 g. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 300 MHz, ppm): δ 3.23 (m, 4H), 3.43 (m,
4H), 3.52 (m, 4H), 3.81 (m, 2H), 4.15 (m, 2H), 4.41 (br), 5.29 (br), 7.58 (m, 2H). 13C-NMR
(DMSO-d6, 75 MHz, ppm): δ 39.2, 70.2, 70.7, 72.8, 175.2. FT-IR (KBr): 3397 cm-1 (O-H
and N-H stretching), 2936 and 2873 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1644 cm-1 (amide C=O
stretching), 1539 cm-1 (amide N-H bending). Calcd for C12H22N2O8: C, 44.7; H, 6.9; N, 8.7.
Found: C, 44.4; H, 7.0; N, 8.7.
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Scheme 3.1. Synthetic procedure of PEGAs.
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3.2.4. Conjugation of dyes to PEGA2 and mPEG-amine
PEGA2 and mPEG-amine were labeled by direct conjugation with fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC) or vinylsulfone-functionalized Cy5.5 (Cy5.5-VS, Bioacts). To label
with Cy5.5, each polymer (200 mg) and Cy5.5-VS (1 mg) were stirred in DMSO (10 mL)
at room temperature for 2 days, dialyzed with Spectra/Por membrane® (MWCO: 3,500),
and lyophilized. In case of FITC labeling, 7.7 μmol of FITC and same equivalent of
polymers were stirred with DMSO (10 mL) for 2 days, followed by the same purification
procedure for Cy5.5-labeled polymers.
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Scheme 3.2. Chemical structure of dye-labeled PEGA2: a) PEGA2-FITC and b) PEGA2Cy5.5.
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3.2.5. Conjugation of folic acid (FA) to PEGA2
FA was conjugated to the hydroxyl groups and terminal amine groups of PEGA2 via
esterification and amidation, respectively. PEGA2 (32.2 mg, 0.1 mmol of repeat unit) and
FA (0.1 mmol or 0.01 mmol) were dissolved in DMSO (10 mL). N,N'dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 30.9 mg, 0.15 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine
(DMAP, 18.3 mg, 0.15 mmol) were added into the reaction mixture, then stirred for 2 days
at room temperature. The precipitates (dicyclohexylurea, DCU) were carefully removed by
2 times of filtration, and the filtrate was dialyzed with Spectra/Por membrane® (MWCO:
3,500), and lyophilized.
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Scheme 3.3. Synthetic procedure of folic acid (FA)-conjugated PEGA2.
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3.2.6. Cellular Uptake Behavior of PEGA2 Nanoparticles:
Cellular fluorescence imaging
A human cervical epitheloid carcinoma (HeLa) cell line was provided by Korea Basic
Science Institute, Korea. The cell line was maintained in Dulvecco’s modified eagle
medium with 10 % FBS, L-glutamine (5 × 10-3 M) and gentamicin (5 μg mL-1), in a
humidified 5 % CO2 incubator at 37 oC. The tested cells were seeded onto 35 mm
coverglass bottom dishes and allowed to grow until a confluence of 70 %. Prior to the
experiment, cells were washed twice with PBS (pH 7.4) to remove the remnant growth
medium, and then incubated in medium (1.8 mL) containing PEGA2-Cy5.5 or PEGA2Cy5.5-FA nanoparticles (200 μL, 2 mg mL−1) for 1 hour. The cells were then washed twice
with ice-cold PBS (pH 7.4) and directly imaged using a microscope (Ziess Axioskop2 FS
Plus) equipped with an Axiocam black and white CCD camera and a fluorescence filter set
for Cy5.5 (Omega Optical).

3.2.7. Cell attachment onto the surface of 96-well plate
PEGA2 in PBS (50 μM) was directly immobilized on the well of maleic anhydrideactivated 96-well plate (Pierce). After incubating overnight at room temperature,
unimmobilized PEGA2 was washed out 3 times with PBS. HeLa cells was seeded onto
PEGA2-immobilized, maleic anhydride-activated or non-treated bare 96-well plates, and
allowed to attach onto the plates for 12 h. The number of attached cells on the plates was
determined by the colorimetric MTT assay, and the microscopic images were taken with
CK40-SL optical microscope (Olympus, Japan).
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3.2.8. In vivo/ex vivo near-infrared fluorescence imaging
The animal study was approved by the animal care and use committee of Korea Institute
of Science and Technology and all handling of mice was performed in accordance with
institutional regulations. For animal experiments, Balb/c mice (male, 5 weeks of age;
Orient Bio Inc., Korea) were shaved and anaesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of
0.5 % pentobarbital sodium (0.10 mL/10 g). Tumors were established by subcutaneous
injection of SCC7 (squamous cell carcinoma) cells (1.0 × 106 cells) into the mice. All in
vivo NIRF images were taken frequently for 1 week after intravenous injection of PEGA2Cy5.5 nanoparticles and mPEG-amine-Cy5.5 solution (200 μL) with the eXplore Optix
system (ART Advanced Research Technologies, Inc., Canada) and IVIS Spectrum imaging
system (Caliper, USA). The concentration of PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles was 2 mg mL−1,
and that of mPEG-amine-Cy5.5 was adjusted so as to have the same Cy5.5 absorbance with
PEGA2-Cy5.5. At 1 h, 1 d, and 7 d after intravenous injection, the organs and tumor of
mice were resected and directly imaged with a 12-bit CCD camera (Kodak Image Station
4000 MM, New Haven, CT, USA) equipped with a special C-mount lens.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Synthesis of poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs) as
hydrogen bondable building blocks
Poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs) were obtained by condensation between
galactaric acid dimethyl ester and diamine-ended oligo-EGs (Scheme 3.1). Among various
acyclic sugar acids (aldaric acids), galactaric acid (an intermediate metabolite of milk) was
chosen as it is known to have strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds due to the high
symmetry [33]. This feature renders galactaric acid less soluble in water, unlike other sugar
acids that are soluble even in cold water. To obtain processable polymeric building blocks
with suitable solubility, the volume fraction of galactaric unit in PEGAs was elaborately
controlled by varying the oligo-EG length. In the polymerization reaction, the diamine
monomers were fed in 1.2-fold excess over the galactaric monomer to functionalize the
chains with one or two terminal amines that would allow for further chemical conjugation.
Table 3.1 summarizes the resulting molecular weights estimated by 1H-NMR and gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) and the average number of terminal amines estimated
by 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBSA) assay (Figure 3.2). The polymer solubility
was evaluated in hydrogen bond-interfering solvents, water and DMSO, both of which
showed a similar solubilizing tendency when determined by optical turbidity. The shortest
PEGA0 without flexible ether linkage was found to be insoluble, whereas the solubility of
PEGA1 was improved to some extent. With a further increase in the flexible EO chain
length, PEGA2 exhibited sufficiently improved solubility and suitable processability for
the aqueous self-assembly experiment.
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Table 3.1. Polymer Characteristics of PEGAx.

a

Mna

Mn (PDI)b

DPc

No.(NH2)d

PEGA0e

-

-

-

-

PEGA1

2.5 kDa

4.2 kDa (1.68)

14.3

1.3

PEGA2

3.9 kDa

5.5 kDa (1.74)

17.1

1.7

Determined by 1H-NMR. b Determined by gel permeation chromatography. c Degree of

polymerization.

d

The average number of terminal amines, determined by 2,4,6-

trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBSA) assay.

e

Not able to be analyzed due to the

insolubility.
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Figure 3.2. Determination of the primary amine groups at the chain ends of PEGAs via the
2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBSA) chromogenic assay [34]. TNBSA reacts
readily with the primary amine groups in aqueous solution at pH 8 to form yellow adducts
having absorption at 335-345 nm.
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The occurrence of hydrogen bonding in poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s was
examined by 1H-NMR spectral analysis with clear solutions of PEGA2 in hydrogen bondinterfering DMSO-d6 (Figure 3.3). At a concentration of 5 mg mL-1, all the hydrogen
bondable proton peaks appeared separately in the spectrum: two broad singlets at 4.39 and
5.28 ppm (hydroxyl protons of two different chemical equivalences in the galactaric unit).
This indicates that each hydrogen bondable proton exists independently without hydrogen
bonding. With increasing concentration up to 150 mg mL-1, the separated hydroxyl peaks
were gradually shifted and merged at 4.58 ppm. This spectral change supports the
occurrence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding even in a hydrogen bond-interfering
solvent due to the proper molecular design. Additionally, the cross peaks in 2D 1H-NOESY
suggest that there exist intermolecular interactions between hydroxyl groups and oligo-EG
via hydrogen bonding (Figure 3.4), as in the case of hydrogen bonds between PEG and
hydroxyl group [35-37].
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Figure 3.3. Hydrogen-bonding behavior of PEGA2 in hydrogen-bonding disturbing
solvent. 1H-NMR spectra corresponding to the protons of hydroxyl groups in the repeat
unit of PEGA2 with varying concentration.
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Figure 3.4. Hydrogen bonding behavior of PEGA2 in hydrogen bonding disturbing solvent.
2D 1H-NOESY NMR spectrum was taken from PEGA2 solution in DMSO-d6 at 30 mg
mL-1. The cross peaks (H1‘↔H2‘ and H1‘↔H3(H4)) are indicated by red and green circle.
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3.3.2. Colloidal behavior of PEGA nanoassembly in water
The aqueous self-assembly by hydrogen bonding was studied with PEGA2. The
samples were homogeneously dissolved in water at 2 mg mL-1 by vigorous heating and
slow cooling to room temperature, and then examined in situ by the dynamic light
scattering (DLS) method. It was found that the molecular weight (MW) could be controlled
by the polymerization reaction time and that the resulting colloid size increased with
increasing MW (Figure 3.5a and 3.6). When the solution of 3.9 kDa PEGA2 (32 nm by
DLS) was sampled, dried on a grid and examined with a transmission electron microscope
(TEM), spherical nanoparticles were observed with an average size of 11.7 ± 3.3 nm
(Figure 3.5a). The cryogenic TEM image also manifested nanoparticles with an almost
identical size distribution, confirming that the self-assembled nanostructures were already
formed in the solution before drying. As shown in Fig.3b, the formation of colloids (~33
nm in diameter) was observed from the PEGA2 solution in water at 10 mg mL-1. It is noted
that under the same condition, the hydrodynamic size of mPEG-amine, a non-selfassembling control with a similar molecular weight of 5 kDa, was measured as ~3 nm,
comparable to the theoretical value for PEG chain of 5 kDa [38]. Importantly, the selfassembly of PEGA2 in water appeared more stable than in DMSO where the hydrogen
bonds were readily dissociated at low concentrations (Figure 3.3). During the water
solution was gradually diluted down to 0.13 mg mL-1, the colloid size of PEGA2 was well
maintained without significant drops. These colloidal behaviors indicate that PEGA2 forms
self-assembled nanoparticles efficiently in water owing to the presence of galactaramide
and that the structural integrity is quite stable even at low concentrations by virtue of the
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robust polyvalent hydrogen bonding.
The structure of the PEGA2 colloids was further examined with varying temperature
and pH. As shown in Figure 3.5c-d, the self-assembled structure was stably maintained
and the colloid size was gradually enlarged with increasing temperature up to 65 oC and
decreasing pH down to 4.0. The size swelling is attributable to the loosened hydrogen
bonding by the input of thermal energy and the proton interference in acidic condition,
respectively. Below pH 4.0 where the proton interference with hydrogen bonding would be
severe, the colloidal size dropped to ~5 nm, likely representing the hydrodynamic size of a
single PEGA2 chain. This manifests that the PEGA2 colloid is a dissociable structure
composed of physically assembled multiple chains and thus able to be dissociated into
isolated chains by disturbing the assembling interaction (hydrogen bonds). The occurrence
of multi-chain assembly was further confirmed by comparing the temperature dependence
between fluorescently labeled PEGA2 and mPEG-amine, where each polymer chain was
conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Figure 3.7a-b). In general cases of
isolated fluorophores, a decrease in temperature intensifies the fluorescence by slowing
down the thermal agitation-related non-radiative processes [38], as represented with FITC
(Figure 3.7c). On cooling from room temperature to 5 oC, the fluorescence intensity of the
non-self-assembling control (mPEG-amine-FITC) was increased, well reflecting the
temperature effect on isolated fluorophores. In striking contrast, PEGA2-FITC exhibited an
opposite behavior that the intensity decreases upon cooling despite the same fluorophore
attached. This abnormal temperature dependence implies that the chain-anchored
fluoresceins are not isolated but closely associated within the self-assembled PEGA2
nanoparticles. The intensity drop is attributable to the promoted intermolecular quenching
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interaction between intraparticle fluorophores because the colloid structure will be
shrunken upon cooling as discussed in Figure 3.5c. This ‘concentration quenching’
phenomenon, typical of common organic dyes [39], strongly supports the multiple
existence of chain-anchored fluorophores in the assembled nanoscopic space, affirming the
multi-chain nanoassembly of PEGA2 as depicted in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.5. Colloidal behaviors of PEGA2 in water. a) Number averaged hydrodynamic
diameter (measured by DLS) and molecular weight (determined by 1H-NMR) with varying
polymerization time. b-d) Dried (inset, left) and cryogenic (inset, right) TEM images and
number averaged hydrodynamic diameter with varying concentration (b), temperature (c),
and pH (d). Temperature and pH dependent change of hydrodynamic size was measured
from 2 mg mL-1 of PEGA2 dispersion.
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Figure 3.6. Number averaged hydrodynamic diameter (measured by DLS) of PEGA2 with
varying polymerization reaction time. PEGA2 was dispersed into fetal bovine serum (FBS),
a model physiological fluid, with 5-10 mg mL-1 of concentration.
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Figure 3.7. Fluorescence evolution of FITC-labeled mPEG-amine and PEGA2 upon
cooling from room temperature (black curve) to 5 oC (red curve). Fluorescence spectra of
FITC were acquired from aqueous FITC solution.
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3.3.3. In vitro antifouling characteristics of PEGA nanoassembly
For biomedical applications, PEGAs are expected to have the advantageous antifouling
characteristics, owing to their chemical structure that is nonionic, fully hydrophilic and
PEG-like. Indeed, PEGA2 showed minimal interaction with live cancer cells. On culturing
human cervical epitheloid carcinoma (HeLa) cells, the cell attachment to the PEGA2 (3.9
kDa)-coated surface was significantly lowered compared to the other uncoated control
plates (Figure 3.8a). Moreover, when the Cy5.5-labeled fluorescent PEGA2 nanoparticles
(PEGA2-Cy5.5) were dispersed and incubated with HeLa cells, negligible cellular uptake
of the nanoparticles was observed in the fluorescence microscopic imaging (Figure 3.8b).
As a result of the low interaction, the cell viability was not affected by the treatment with
PEGA2 (Figure 3.9). This cellular uptake behavior is quite similar to that of an antifouling
control, mPEG-amine-Cy5.5 (Figure 3.10), suggesting minimal disturbance of the cellular
physiology by the PEGA2-assembled nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.8. a) Representative images of HeLa cell attachment (left) and the number of
attached cells (right) on the bare, maleic anhydride (MA)-coated and PEGA2-coated
surfaces. b) Optical and NIR fluorescence (NIRF) images of HeLa cells treated with the
Cy5.5-labeled self-assembled nanoparticles of PEGA2 and PEGA2-FA.
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Figure 3.9. In vitro cytotoxicity of PEGA2 against tumor cell (HeLa, MDA-MB-231, and
SCC7 cell), evaluated by the colorimetric MTT assay. Cells were treated at various
concentrations for 1 h and assayed according to the literature procedure [40].

Figure 3.10. Optical and NIR fluorescence images of HeLa cells untreated (ctrl) and
treated with mPEG-amine-Cy5.5 and the PEGA2-Cy5.5 assembled nanoparticles.
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PEGAs have an additional advantage that their biological activity can be readily tuned
by bioconjugation at the terminal amines. It was already shown above that the terminal
amines are useful for fluorescence labeling. Moreover, PEGAs have abundant hydroxyl
groups on the backbone that can be used for further chemical modification. To demonstrate
the chemical potential of terminal/lateral dual functionalities, PEGA2 possessing 1.7 amine
ends and 68.4 pendant hydroxyl groups was functionalized with folic acid (FA) by using
coupling agents (PEGA2-FA; Figure 3.11). First, the amine-functionalized PEGA2-FA (0.5
FA attached per chain) was prepared by equivalent feeding of FA to amines (1.7 FA fed per
chain), to allow the interaction with cancer cells. By this simple bioconjugation, the
PEGA2-assembled nanoparticles turned into a cell-interacting object that avidly interacts
with and enters HeLa cells, as observed by strong fluorescence signals from membrane and
cytoplasmic regions (Figure 3.8b). Highly substituted PEGA2-FA (8.6 FA attached per
chain) could also be produced with high feeding of FA (17 FA fed per chain), indicating
that the pendant hydroxyl groups have sufficient reactivity for chemical modification. The
highly substituted PEGA2-FA has the pendant hydroxyl groups blocked with FA, to show
the reduced water solubility and a different colloidal behavior of forming larger
nanoparticles probably via the amphiphilic self-assembly (Figure 3.12). The lateral
reactivity of polyhydroxyl groups is an advantageous aspect of PEGAs over PEG that has
at most two terminal functionalities, allowing for the construction of more complex and
multifunctional architectures.
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Figure 3.11. Chemical structure identification of FA-conjugated PEGA2. a) FT-IR spectra
of FA, PEGA2, and PEGA2-FA. b) Elemental analysis of PEGA2-FA. The peak
corresponding to the ester C=O stretching vibration at 1728 cm-1 is only observed in the
spectrum of PEGA2-FA (17 FA fed per chain), indicating that FA is conjugated onto the
hydroxyl groups of PEGA2. From elemental analysis, 0.5 and 8.6 FA were attached per
chain for PEGA2-1.7FA and PEGA2-17FA, respectively.
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Figure 3.12. Number averaged hydrodynamic size distribution of FA-conjugated PEGA2
nanoparticles. The size was measured from aqueous PEGA2-17FA dispersion with 2 mg
mL-1 of concentration.
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3.3.4. In vivo antifouling characteristics and tumor homing
behaviour of PEGA nanoassembly
The advantageous antifouling characteristics of PEGA2 and its biocompatible chemical
constituents (sugar and oligo-EG), as well as the stable formation of hydrogen bonded
nanoassembly in water, prompted us to explore the in vivo application of the PEGA2assembled nanoparticles. As generally seen in the case of PEGylation, the introduction of
antifouling effect helps nano-sized colloids pass through the biological barriers (RES) and
circulate in the bloodstream. Given prolonged blood circulation, nano-sized colloids are
capable of preferential accumulation in tumor tissue by the EPR effect [14, 15]. In this
respect, the self-assembled nanoparticles, formed purely by the antifouling PEGA2 itself,
would be an ideal colloidal platform for the in vivo tumor targeting. To demonstrate this,
we evaluated the pharmacokinetic behavior of the self-assembled PEGA2 nanoparticles (32
nm by DLS), compared to mPEG-amine (5 kDa) as an antifouling but non-self-assembling
control. For noninvasive monitoring by fluorescence imaging, the polymers were labeled
with Cy5.5 (the PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles and mPEG-amine-Cy5.5) since its absorption
and fluorescence are located in the tissue-penetrating near-infrared (NIR) spectral window
[41-43]. The samples were systemically administered into SCC7 (squamous cell carcinoma)
tumor-bearing mice via tail vein injection, and the NIR fluorescence (NIRF) images were
taken with the eXplore Optix system at selected time points after intravenous injection
(Figure 3.13a-b). Immediately after injection, PEGA2-Cy5.5 displayed strong NIRF signal
throughout the injected body, implying good blood circulation of the hydrogen bonded
nanoparticles owing to the antifouling property. It is noted that a marked image contrast
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was seen only at the tumor. The tumor signal was further increased until 12 h post-injection,
while the whole-body signal was gradually decreased. In the course of time, the kidney was
visualized along with the overall NIRF signal reduction, indicating renal excretion of the
nanoparticles. Importantly, the image contrast at the tumor was retained for a prolonged
time (at least 3 d post-injection) so as to readily identify the tumor location.
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Figure 3.13. (a) In vivo NIRF images of SCC7 tumor-bearing mice taken at the indicated
time points before and after tail vein injection of Cy5.5-labeled antifouling polymers,
PEGA2 (32 nm by DLS) and mPEG-NH2. White circles indicate the location of the tumor.
(b) Time-dependent tumor accumulation profiles, determined by the NIRF tumor signals
from the in vivo images. (c) Biodistribution of the PEGA2-assembled nanoparticles,
determined by the NIRF signals from the ex vivo organs.
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Spectral analysis and histologic observation of tumor tissue demonstrated that the
PEGA2 nanoparticles were confined only to the extracellular matrix (ECM) without
internalization into cells, as similarly observed in vitro (Figure 3.14). This indicates that
PEGA2 keeps the intrinsic antifouling property of minimal interaction with cancer cells
under the in vivo environment. Antifouling but non-self-assembling mPEG-amine-Cy5.5
manifested quite different behaviors that it showed marginal tumor accumulation only at an
initial time point after injection and excreted rapidly from the whole body. These results
evidently point out the size-motivated EPR effect on the tumor targeting of antifouling
objects, where the enhanced retention of nano-sized colloids arises from the lack of
effective lymphatic drainage in the tumor region [14, 15]. Therefore, it is concluded that
prolonged tumor retention of the PEGA2 nanoparticles is attributed to the self-assembled
colloidal structure which is an order of magnitude larger than the non-self-assembling
control. Figure 3.13c shows the fluorescence intensity distribution obtained from the ex
vivo images of resected tumors and organs at various time points (Figure 3.15). It clearly
confirms that the PEGA2 nanoparticles are antifouling with minimal RES filtration in liver
or spleen, and thereby capable of long blood circulation and efficient tumor targeting as
well as body clearance through the kidney. The PEGA2 nanoparticles of varying colloidal
sizes (16, 32, and 48 nm) showed similarly high tumor targeting efficiencies (Figure 3.16)
with notable difference in the tumor retention time; smaller nanoparticles are cleared faster
from the tumor (Figure 3.17). It is attributable to a reduction in the size-motivated
enhanced retention effect, supporting the argument that the EPR effect is indeed operative
in the tumor accumulation of the colloidal nanoassembly. All these results elucidate the
potential biomedical utility of hydrogen bonded nanoassemblies, validating our strategy
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based on the biomimetic poly(oxyethylene sugaramide) building blocks.

Figure 3.14. Fluorescence images (upper) and spectra (lower) of the histological section of
tumor at 1 hours after intravenous injection of PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles, taken with a
LEICA DMI3000B equipped with a Nuance FX multispectral imaging system (CRI, USA).
The section of tumor was labeled with wheat germ agglutinin-Alexa Fluor® 555 (WGA)
conjugate to stain the cell membrane. The green and red curves indicate the fluorescence
spectrum of WGA and PEGA, respectively. In the microscopic images of tumor, PEGA2Cy5.5 nanoparticles were observed in outside of tumor cells (the cell membrane or the
extra-cellular matrix).
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Figure 3.15. Optical (left) and NIRF (right) images showing the ex vivo biodistribution of
PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles in a mouse. Organs were collected from a mouse body at 1
hour, 1 day, and 1 week after intravenous injection.
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Figure 3.16. In vivo NIRF images of SCC7 tumor-bearing mice taken at the predetermined
time points before (Ctrl) and after tail vein injection of PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles with
varying hydrodynamic size. The hydrodynamic sizes of PEGA2-Cy5.5 nanoparticles were
varied by using different molecular weights of PEGA2. Red circles indicate the locations of
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Figure 3.17. Tumor accumulation profiles of PEGA2-assembled nanoparticles with
varying hydrodynamic sizes, determined by the NIRF tumor signals from the in vivo
images (n = 3). The colloidal sizes studied are 16, 32, and 48 nm, indicated by black, red,
and blue curves, respectively.
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3.4. Conclusions
I developed poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs) as unprecedented building
blocks for aqueous self-assembly mediated by polyvalent hydrogen bonding. PEGA2 was
shown to have suitable processability and self-assemble into hydrogen bonded
nanoparticles whose structural integrity is highly stable in water due to the robust hydrogen
bonding. It has been demonstrated, for the first time, that hydrogen bonded nanoassemblies
of artificial polyhydroxyl building blocks can be applied to the in vivo tumor targeting by
the EPR effect. From the combined merits of biocompatible chemical constitution,
antifouling property and minimal cell interaction, as well as mesoscopic colloidal size, I
believe that the PEGA2-assembled nanoparticles and the underlying bioinspired approach
hold great potential for practical biomedical applications, worthy of further exploitation for
payload carriage as well as immunogenicity evaluation.
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Part IV
Sugar-based polymeric nanoparticles for cancer
therapy
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Chapter 4. Amphiphilic derivatives of poly(oxythylene
sugaramide)s: Sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants as
drug carriers with high tumor-homing efficiency

4.1. Introduction
Various polymers have been explored in the field of drug delivery since polymeric
nanoparticles (PNPs) have demonstrated great advances as a drug carrier [1-5]. In general,
PNPs have easily tunable size and composition that introduce various functionalities for
more specific pharmaceutical/medical purposes. In particular, self-assembled PNPs of
polymeric amphiphiles are typically employed in tumor-targeted delivery of hydrophobic
therapeutic agents (e.g. anti-cancer drugs), which are entrapped into the hydrophobic core
of the PNPs by hydrophobic interaction [6-8]. For example, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
has been widely used as the hydrophilic segment of polymeric amphiphiles, allowing to
self-assembly into the PNPs, which is shelled with PEG segments on the surface in
aqueous milieu [9-11]. By taking the biologically favorable characteristics of PEG
segments, the PNPs showed biocompatibility, dispersion stability under physicological
conditions, antifouling properties, and high tumor-homing efficiency after systemic
administration [12, 13]. Despite these advantages, the clinical use of PEG amphiphiles may
be limited by the lack of poor further modifications sites, typically at only terminal groups
of PEG segments.
Similarly, amphiphilic derivatives of polysaccharides such as hydrophobic moieties124

conjugated chitosan or hyaluronic acid have been explored as a promising drug carrier that
delivers diagnostic/therapeutic agents with high tumor-homing efficiency through systemic
administration by virtue of size-motivated enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect and biocompatibility [14-16]. Furthermore, polysaccharide amphiphilies have much
pendant functional groups, allowing further modifications such as fluorescence labeling for
optical imaging and conjugation of tumor targeting moieties for active targeting [17-19].
Recently, the sugar-based polymer, poly(oxyethylene galactaramide)s (PEGAs), were
developed to inherit the combined merits of PEG and polysaccharide [20]. By taking the
function of pendant hydroxyl groups, PEGAs allowed to self-assemble into multi-chain
aggregated stable NPs in aqueous milieu, resulting in high tumor-homing efficiency by
virtue of the size-motivated EPR effect and the antifouling effect. From the results, PEGA
is considered as hydrophilic segments that impart biologically favorable properties into
polymeric amphiphiles.
In an effort to develop polymeric amphiphiles, I designed a set of sugar-based
polymeric biosurfactants (SPBs) and their self-assembled NPs that have a loading
capability of hydrophobic drugs or dyes with high in vivo tumor-homing efficiency. SPBs
were prepared via direct conjugation of hydrophobic and biocompatible bile/fatty acids to
the terminal of hydrophiphilic PEGA2. Here, I demonstrate that SPBs form tiny selfassembled NPs that have a hydrophobic core and hydrophilic/antifouling PEGA shells
(Figure 4.1). The utilities of SPB NPs for drug delivery were studied with tumor cells and
tumor-bearing mouse models after encapsulation of rubrene or IR780 iodide, the
hydrophobic fluorescent dyes. Furthermore, the photo-triggered therapeutic efficacy of
SPB NPs was evaluated after encapsulation of pheophorbide-a (PPa), a photosensitizer.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the hydrophobic drug (or dye)-encapsulated
nanoparticles of sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants (SPBs).
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4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Materials and instrumentation
All chemical reagents were purchased from Aldrich and TCI, and used without further
purification. Chemical structures were identified by FT-IR (Thermo Mattsonmodel Infinity
Gold FT-IR), 1H-NMR (ASCENDTM 400, Bruker). Elemental analysis was performed on a
CHNS-O Analyzer (EA 1180, FISONS Instruments). The molecular weights of polymers
were determined by 1H-NMR spectral analysis. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM)
images were recorded with a CM30 electron microscope (FEI/Philips) operated at 200 kV.
For the TEM sample preparation, a drop of particle dispersion was dried on a 200 mesh
copper grid coated with carbon and negatively stained with a 2 wt% uranyl acetate solution.
The size of aqueous dispersed nanoparticles was determined using a zeta-sizer (Nano-ZS,
Malvern) equipped with a multi-purpose titrator (MPT-2, Malvern). Absorption and
fluorescence spectra were acquired using a UV-visible spectrometer (Agilent 8453) and a
fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000, wavelength calibrated for excitation and
emission), respectively.

4.2.2. Synthesis of sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants (SPBs):
bile/fatty acid (BA/FA) conjugated PEGA2
PEGA2 (MW 2.4 kDa) was prepared by previously reported polymerization procedure
[20], and BA (deoxycholic acid (DCA) or 5β-chlolanic acid (CA)) was conjugated to the
terminal amine groups of PEGA2 (Scheme 4.1). PEGA2 (1 g, 0.417 mmol) and BA (0.626
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mol)
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dissolved

ethylcarbodiimide

in

10

hydrochloride

mL

of

DMSO.

(EDC·HCL,

160

N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′mg,

0.834

mmol)

and

N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 96 mg, 0.834 mmol) were added into the reaction mixture, then
stirred for 2 days at room temperature. The products were purified by dialysis against
Milli-Q water in a cellulose ester membrane Spectra/Por membrane® (MWCO: 1.0 kDa),
and lyophilized. FA (oleic acid (OA) or stearic acid (SA)) conjugated PEGA2 were
prepared following same synthetic procedure.
PEGA2-DCA. Yield: 782 mg. MW: 2.84 kDa. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, ppm): δ
0.59 (m, 3H, -CH3 in DCA), 0.84 (m, 3H, -CH3 in DCA), 0.91 (m, 3H, -CH3 in DCA),
0.96-2.06 (br, protons in DCA), 3.24 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.45 (m, 4H, -CH2- in
PEGA2), 3.52 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.79 (m, 2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.13 (m, 2H, CH- in PEGA2), 4.19 (m, 1H, HO-CH- in DCA), 4.39 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 4.48 (m,
1H, 0 in DCA), 5.29 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 7.58 (m, 2H, amide in PEGA2), 7.83 (m, 1H,
amide between DCA and PEGA2). FT-IR (diffuse reflectance, DR): 3315 cm-1 (O-H and
N-H stretching), 2936 and 2870 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1644 cm-1 (amide C=O stretching),
1539 cm-1 (amide N-H bending). Calcd for (C12H22N2O8)7.4(C24H39O3)1.1: C, 45.5; H, 7.5; N,
7.4. Found: C, 46.2; H, 7.7; N, 7.6.
PEGA2-CA. Yield: 883 mg. MW: 2.85 kDa. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, ppm): δ 0.61
(m, 3H, -CH3 in CA), 0.87 (m, 3H, -CH3 in CA), 0.89 (m, 3H, -CH3 in CA), 1.03-2.09 (br,
protons in CA), 3.24 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.44 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.52 (m,
4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.79 (m, 2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.13 (m, 2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.38
(m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 5.28 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 7.58 (m, 2H, amide in PEGA2),
7.83 (m, 1H, amide between CA and PEGA2). FT-IR (diffuse reflectance, DR): 3314 cm-1
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(O-H and N-H stretching), 2927 and 2864 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1640 cm-1 (amide C=O
stretching), 1538 cm-1 (amide N-H bending). Calcd for (C12H22N2O8)7.4(C24H39O)1.3: C,
50.9; H, 7.6; N, 7.3. Found: C, 46.5; H, 7.5; N, 7.5.
PEGA2-OA. Yield: 842 mg. MW: 2.70 kDa. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, ppm): δ 0.85
(t, J=6.8 MHz, 3H, -CH3 in OA), 1.24 (m, 20H, -(CH2)4- and -(CH2)6- in OA), 1.39 (m, 2H,
-CH2- in OA), 1.98 (m, 4H, -CH2- in OA), 2.044 (m, 2H, -CH2 - in OA), 3.23 (m, 4H, CH2- in PEGA2), 3.44 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.51 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.79 (m,
2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.13 (m, 2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.38 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 5.27
(m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 5.323 (m, 2H, -CH=CH- in OA), 7.58 (m, 2H, amide in PEGA2),
7.81 (m, 1H, amide between OA and PEGA2). FT-IR (diffuse reflectance, DR): 3273 cm-1
(O-H and N-H stretching), 2921 and 2867 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1636 cm-1 (amide C=O
stretching), 1539 cm-1 (amide N-H bending). Calcd for (C12H22N2O8)7.4(C18H33O)1.1: C,
48.7; H, 7.5; N, 7.7. Found: C, 45.9; H, 7.3; N, 8.0.
PEGA2-SA. Yield: 993 mg. MW: 2.67 kDa. 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, ppm): δ 0.85
(t, J=6.4 MHz, 3H, -CH3 in SA), 1.23 (m, 28H, -(CH2)14- in SA), 1.46 (m, 2H, -CH2- in
SA), 2.043 (t, J=7.6 MHz, 2H, -CH2- in SA), 3.22 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.44 (m, 4H,
-CH2- in PEGA2), 3.52 (m, 4H, -CH2- in PEGA2), 3.79 (m, 2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.13 (m,
2H, -CH- in PEGA2), 4.38 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 5.27 (m, 2H, -OH in PEGA2), 7.58
(m, 2H, amide in PEGA2), 7.81 (m, 1H, amide between SA and PEGA2). FT-IR (diffuse
reflectance, DR): 3287 cm-1 (O-H and N-H stretching), 2918 and 2845 cm-1 (C-H
stretching), 1636 cm-1 (amide C=O stretching), 1541 cm-1 (amide N-H bending). Calcd for
(C12H22N2O8)7.4(C18H35O)1.0: C, 48.4; H, 7.5; N, 7.8. Found: C, 46.2; H, 7.7; N,7.6.
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conjugation of bile (fatty) acid to the terminal of PEGA2.
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4.2.3. Determination of critical micelle concentration (CMC) of
SPBs
CMC of SPSs were determined the method described by Kalyanasundaram and
Thomas [21]. For each measurement, 1.5 μL of pyrene (0.2 mM, in ethanol) was rapidly
injected into 1 ml of aqueous SPS solution (various concentrations) and vigorously mixed.
The fluorescence spectra (excited at 334 nm) of each sample were recorded, then the
fluorescence intensities at ~ 372 (I1) and ~ 383 (I3) nm were extracted from the spectra.
CMC of each SPS was determined by the inflection points on the plot (the I3/I1 value vs.
SPSs concentration).

4.2.4. Fluorescence labeling of SPBs
The remained terminal amine groups of PEGA2 segment in SPBs were used for
conjugation of vinylsulfone-functionalized Cy5.5 (Cy5.5-VS, BioActs Co. Ltd., Korea), a
NIR fluorescent dye. SPB (200 mg) and Cy5.5-VS (1 mg) were dissolved in 10 mL of
DMSO and stirred for 1 d at room temperature. The Cy5.5-labeled SPBs were purified by
dialysis against Milli-Q water in a cellulose ester membrane (Spectra/Por membrane®,
MWCO: 1.0 kDa) for 2 d and then lyophilized.

4.2.5. Preparation of hydrophobic dye (or drug)-loaded SPB
nanoparticles (NPs)
SPB NPs were prepared via amphiphilic self-aggregation of SPB in aqueous milieu,
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where hydrophobic dyes (rubrene or IR780 iodide) or drugs (pyropheophorbide (PPa))
were loaded into the hydrophobic core of SPB NPs through hydrophobic interaction. SPB
(1.5 mg) and hydrophobic dye (7.5 or 15 μg) was dissolved in DMSO (75 μL), rapidly
injected into milli-Q water (1.5 mL) under bath sonication, and vigorously stirred.
Hydrophobic drug-loaded SPB NPs were prepared following to same procedure of dye
encapsulation.

4.2.6. In vitro fluorescence imaging with tumor cells
A human cervical epitheloid carcinoma (HeLa) cell line was provided by Korea Basic
Science Institute, Korea. The cell line was maintained in Dulvecco’s modified eagle
medium (DMEM) with 10 % FBS, L-glutamine (5 × 10-3 M) and gentamicin (5 μg mL-1),
in a humidified 5 % CO2 incubator at 37 oC. The tested cells were seeded onto 35 mm
coverglass bottom dishes and allowed to grow until a confluence of 70 %. Prior to the
experiment, cells were washed twice with PBS (pH 7.4) to remove the remnant growth
medium, and then incubated in medium (1.8 mL) containing SPB NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1)
for 1 hour. Cells were then washed twice with ice-cold PBS (pH 7.4) and directly imaged
using with a LEICA DMI3000B equipped with a Nuance FX multispectral imaging system
(CRI, USA).

4.2.7. In vivo fluorescence imaging with tumor-bearing mice
The animal study was approved by the animal care and use committee of Korea
Institute of Science and Technology and all handling of mice was performed in accordance
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with institutional regulations. For animal experiments, Crlj-nude mice (male, 5 weeks of
age; Orient Bio Inc., Korea) were shaved and anaesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of
0.5 % pentobarbital sodium (0.10 mL/10 g). Tumors were established by subcutaneous
injection of SCC7 (squamous cell carcinoma) cells (1.0 × 106 cells) into the mice. All in
vivo NIRF images were taken frequently for 1 week after intravenous injection of SPB NPs
(200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) with a IVIS Spectrum imaging system (Caliper, USA). At 1 week
post-injection, the organs and tumor of mice were resected and directly imaged a with a
IVIS Spectrum imaging system (Caliper, USA).

4.2.8. Photo-induced toxicity evaluation with apoptosis imaging
with tumor cells
HeLa cells (1.0 × 105) were seeded onto 35 mm coverglass bottom dishes and allowed
to grow until a confluence of 70 %. Prior to the experiment, cells were washed twice with
PBS (pH 7.4) to remove the remnant growth medium, and then incubated in medium (1.8
mL) containing SPB NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) for 1 hour. For apoptosis imaging,
commercial annexin V-FITC kit (BioVision) was added to the sample-treated cells after
laser irradiation (655 nm, 11 mW cm-2) for 5 min. After incubation for 5 min, cells were
washed with PBS and imaged with a LEICA DMI3000B equipped with a Nuance FX
multispectral imaging system (CRI, USA).

4.2.9. Photodynamic therapy with tumor-bearing mice
SCC7 tumor-bearing mice were prepared following to same procedure of in vivo NIRF
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imaging. When tumor sizes were approximately ~ 150 mm3, PPa-entrapped SPB NPs (200
μL, 1 mg mL-1, PPa content: 0.5 wt% to SPB) were intravenously injected via the lateral
tail vein, then tumor was exposed to laser irradiation (655 nm, 11 mW cm-2) for 30 min at 1
d and 3 d post-injection. The tumor size of each mouse was measured with a digital caliper,
and the tumor volume was calculated as a × b2 / 2, where a was the largest and b the
smallest diameter.
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4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Synthesis of SPBs
SPSs were prepared by direct conjugation between hydrophobic biomolecules and
sugar-based biopolymer, PEGA2 (2.4 kDa) (Scheme 4.1), where PEGA2 was prepared
following previously reported synthetic procedure [20]. The chemical structure of SPSs
was characterized by 1H-NMR, FT-IR, and EA (Figure 4.2). PEGA2 holds great potential
as a drug carrier due to its hydrophilicity, biocompability, and antifouling characteristics.
The utility of PEGA2 can also be widened by the introduction of amphiphilicity via
conjugation of hydrophobic biomolecules at the terminal of PEGA2. Among various
hydrophobic biomolecules, deoxycholic acid (DCA, one of the BAs), 5β-cholanic acid (CA,
one of the BAs), oleic acid (OL, one of the FAs), and stearic acid (SA, one of the FAs)
were chosen because they are known to have suitable biocompatibility and hydrophobicity
for in vivo uses [22-24]. As previously reported, each PEGA2 chain has reactive ~1.7
primary amine groups at the terminal, which would allow direct amidation with BAs (or
FAs) to form the linkage [20]. In the synthesis of SPBs, BAs (or FAs) were fed in 1.5-fold
excess over PEGA2 to keep a certain amount of the reactive terminal amine groups that
would allow further chemical modification including fluorescence labeling. Table 4.1
summarizes the resulting molecular weights of SPBs determined by 1H-NMR. The
amphiphilicity of SPBs was evaluated by a critical micelle concentration (CMC), which
was determined by the pyrene-mediated method (Figure 4.3) [21].
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Figure 4.2. 1H-NMR spectra of PEGA2-DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA (d). The
peaks corresponding to the protons of PEGA2 segment and BA (or FA) are indicated by
red and blue arrows, respectively.
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Figure 4.3. Determination of CMCs of PEGA2-DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA (d)
via fluorescence (FL) of pyrene [21]. Aqueous SPBs solution (1 mL) containing 1.5 μL of
pyrene (0.2 mM, in ethanol) was excited at 334 nm. The FL intensities at ~ 372 (I1) and ~
383 (I3) nm was extracted from the FL spectra of pyrene.
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Table 4.1. Polymer characteristics of SPBs.

a

MW (kDa)

NC a

CMC (mg mL-1)

PEGA2-DCA

2.84

1.12

0.782

PEGA2-CA

2.85

1.26

0.244

PEGA2-OA

2.70

1.07

0.481

PEGA2-SA

2.67

0.95

0.235

Number of conjugated BAs or FAs per SPS chain.
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4.3.2. Self-assembly of SPBs into NPs
SPBs formed tiny spherical NPs in aqueous milieu, which is attributed to the
amphiphilic self-assembly to minimize water contact of the hydrophobic BA (or FA).
Hydrophobic dyes (or drugs) can be loaded inside the hydrophobic core of SPB NPs
through hydrophobic interaction (Figure 4.1). To evaluate the self-assembly of SPBs,
IR780 (0.5 wt% to SPB)-loaded SPB NPs was prepared in water at a concentration of 1 mg
mL-1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images clearly revealed the formation of
spherical NPs with average colloidal sizes smaller than 10 nm for all SPB NPs except
PEGA2-OA NPs (Figure 4.4a). Interestingly, PEGA2-OA NPs formed with relatively
larger size (~ 20 nm) than the other NPs (Figure 4.4b), which is considered a result of the
difference in hydrophobicity of BA (or FA). The resulting colloidal sizes of all SPB NPs
are suitable for evading the filtration by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) and passive
tumor accumulation by the EPR effect [25-29]. In addition, the hydrophobic core of the
SPB NPs was shielded by PEGA2 segments that have antifouling characteristics [20]. It is
considered that enhanced colloidal stability would promote a prolonged blood circulation
of the SPB NPs, which is a key advantage for passive tumor targeting [25, 27].
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Figure 4.4. TEM images of IR780-loaded PEGA2-CA (a) and -OA (b) NPs (1mg mL-1,
IR780 content: 0.5 wt% SPB).
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4.3.3. Intracellular delivery of hydrophobic dye-loaded SPB NPs
It is rationally anticipated that SPB NPs exhibits poor cellular uptake efficiency
because of the antifouling characteristics of PEGA2 segments in SPB [20]. However,
hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance might be adjusted by the introduction of hydrophobic
segments (BA or FA), resulting in enhanced cellular uptake efficiency [30]. The efficiency
of intracellular delivery was evaluated with SPB NPs containing rubrene (0.5 wt% to SPB).
Rubrene is a hydrophobic fluorescent dye that is not capable of cell internalization by itself.
However, a fluorescence microscopic observation revealed that rubrene can be delivered
into cells by encapsulation into SPB NPs. As shown in Figure 4.5, SPB NP-treated HeLa
cells exhibited clear fluorescence signals in the cytoplasmic region, evidencing that the
rubrene was successfully encapsulated in the SPB NPs and translocated through the cell
membrane. Although the antifouling effect of PEGA2 reduces the affinity between the
particle surface and the cell membrane, SPB NPs delivered rubrenes sufficiently into cells
because of their enhanced hydrophobicity and nanoscopic size.
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Figure 4.5. Optical and NIR fluorescence images of HeLa cells treated with rubreneloaded SPB NPs (200 μg of SPBs and 1 μg of rubrene in 2 mL of culture media) for 1 h.
All NIR fluorescence images were adjusted to same FL intensity scale. The NIR
fluorescence image of control group was obtained from the cells treated with aqueous
rubrene solution (200 μL, 5 μg mL-1).
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4.3.4. In/ex vivo biodistribution of hydrophobic dye-loaded SPB
NPs in tumor-bearing mice
To evaluate the in vivo tumor targeting, SPB NPs were labeled with NIR-emissive dye
(Cy5.5) by chemical conjugation. Then, another NIR-emissive dye (IR780 iodide) was
physically loaded into the hydrophobic core of the SPB NPs. IR780-loaded SPB NPs were
intravenously injected into the tail vein of SCC7 tumor-bearing mice. The SPB NPs
biodistribution was monitored for 1 week by fluorescence imaging. As shown in Figure 4.6,
all SPB NPs showed that the Cy5.5 and IR780 signals rapidly increased at the kidney,
elucidating stable circulation of SPB NPs in the blood stream due to the virtues of the
antifouling properties and nanoscopic size. Concurrently, at the tumor, the signals were
increased over a period of time up to 3 ~ 24 d, then slowly faded out (Figure 4.7) to clearly
visualize the tumor location in vivo. In ex vivo images taken at 7 d post-injection, Cy5.5
and IR780 signals were co-localized and mainly observed from the tumor, which is in
contrast to the exclusive liver accumulation of free IR780 by itself (Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
The spectrally unmixed in vivo images taken at 1 d post-injection displayed that both Cy5.5
and IR780 signals are overlaid at the tumor, confirming the tumor co-localization of SPB
NPs and IR780 (Figure 4.10). These results conclude that SPB NPs have efficient in vivo
tumor targetability owing to the optimal nanoscopic size and antifouling passivation
scheme. SPB NPs are also able to stably encapsulate and deliver hydrophobic drugs
through systemic administration.
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Figure 4.6. In vivo NIRF images showing the biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled PEGA2DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA NPs (D) intravenously injected into SCC7 tumorbearing mice (n = 4 per groups). All SPB NPs contained 0.5 wt% of IR780 to SPB. 2Channel NIRF signals were taken for Cy5.5 (λex = 640 nm, λem = 700 nm) and IR780 (λex =
710 nm, λem = 780 nm). In vivo NIRF images were taken at the indicated time points before
and after tail vein injection of the SPB NPs. Red circles indicate the tumor location.
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Figure 4.7. Tumor accumulation profiles of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780,
determined by Cy5.5 (a) and IR780 (b) signals from in vivo NIRF images.
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Figure 4.8. Ex vivo NIRF images showing the biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled PEGA2DCA (a), -CA (b), -OA (c), and -SA NPs (D) intravenously injected into SCC7 tumorbearing mice (n = 4 per groups). All SPB NPs contained 0.5 wt% of IR780 to SPB. 2Channel NIRF signals were taken for Cy5.5 (λex = 640 nm, λem = 700 nm) and IR780 (λex =
710 nm, λem = 780 nm). For ex vivo imaging, organs were collected from a mouse body at 7
d post-injection.
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Figure 4.9. The biodistribution of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780, determined
by Cy5.5 (a) and IR780 (b) signals from ex vivo NIRF images.
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Figure 4.10. Pseudo-color spectral in vivo images of SCC7 tumor-bearing mice taken at 1
d after tail vein injection of Cy5.5-labeled SPB NPs containing IR780 (upper). Cy5.5
(green) and IR780 (red) signals were spectrally unmixed according to their spectral profiles
shown in the same colors (lower). Red circles and white arrows indicate the tumor location.
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4.3.5. Preparation of pyropheophorbide-a (PPa)-loaded SPB
NPs as a nanophotosensitizer
The SPB NPs showed great potential as a drug carrier in cancer therapy for in vivo
tumor targeting and drug loading capability. PPa-loaded SPB NPs were prepared via
amphiphilic self-assembly in aqueous milieu to evaluate the advances of SPB NPs in
cancer therapy. PPa is a well-known photosensitizer, which can generate singlet oxygen
(1O2) having toxicity against cells/tissues by exposure to light [31]. PPa cannot be
delivered at the tumor by itself after systemic administration because of its hydrophobicity
and water-insolubility characteristics, which limits the use of PPa in the clinic [31]. PPa
can also be accumulated at the tumor after systemic administration like IR780 by
encapsulation into SPB NPs, then trigger tumor necrosis by generation of 1O2 (Figure 4.11).
The TEM image of PPa-load PEGA2-OA NPs (0.5 wt% of PPa to PEGA2-OA) shows
formation of tiny small spherical NPs with an average diameter of ~ 20 nm (Figure 4.12),
which is appropriate to avoid filtration of RES during circulation in the blood stream [25,
27]. Figure 4.12 shows absorption and fluorescence spectra of SPB NPs dispersed in water
as compared to those of free (dissolved in DMSO) or aggregated (dispersed in water) PPa.
Free PPa showed typical monomeric spectra (Q-band, λ max.abs = 668 nm, FWHM = 20 nm)
and a fluorescence band (λ

max.fl

= 681 nm, FWHM = 25 nm). The monomeric spectral

features were retained in PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (Figure 4.13a), and the NPs exhibit
almost identical absorption and fluorescence spectra (λ max.abs = 671 nm, λ max.fl = 682 nm),
evidencing successful encapsulation of PPa without aggregation. Furthermore, PPa was
encapsulated into PEGA2-DCA, -CA, and -SA NPs following the same preparation
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procedure of PEGA2-OA NPs (Figure 4.14). It is known that PPa are apt to self-aggregate,
which causes absorption shift, broadening, and fluorescence quenching (Figure 4.13 and
4.14). In all SPB NPs, there was no such manifestation. The NPs are fluorescent and the
spectra are still sharp, elucidating that PPa is molecularly dispersed within the hydrophobic
core of SPB NPs. However, when the loading amount of PPa was 3.0 wt% to PEGA2-OA,
Q-band of PPa in the absorption spectrum showed shoulder at the longer wavelength,
indicating partial aggregation of PPa (Figure 4.15). In addition, a strong red-shifted and
broaden absorption was observed at 707 nm from 5.0 wt% of PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs.
This suggests that the loading amount of PPa should be lower than 3.0 wt% (to SPB NPs)
to prevent self-aggregation of PPa inside the NPs, yielding high 1O2 generation efficiency.
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Figure 4.11. Schematic illustration of PPa-loaded SPB NP-mediated singlet oxygen (1O2)
generation for PDT.
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Figure 4.12. TEM image of PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (1 mg mL-1, PPa content: 0.5 wt%
to SPB).
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Figure 4.13. Absorption (a) and fluorescence (b) spectra of free PPa (dissolved in DMSO),
aggregated PPa (dispersed in water), and PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs (1 mg mL-1, PPa
content: 0.5 wt% to SPB). All samples contained the same amount of PPa. The relative
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Figure 4.14. Absorption (a) and fluorescence (b) spectra of PPa-loaded SPB NPs (1 mg
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I assessed the capability of the PPa-loaded SPB NPs to generate 1O2 under laser
irradiation by monitoring the absorption bleaching of p-nitroso-N,N’-dimethylaniline
(RNO) in the presence of histidine. This method is based on the photochemical oxidation
of RNO by generated 1O2 during irradiation of the photosensitizer [32]. As shown in
Figure 4.16a, the RNO absorption was bleached in a photosensitizing mixture under laser
irradiation (655 nm, 11 mW cm-2), where RNO has no absorption. As one can see, the RNO
absorption band at 440 nm decreased continuously over the course of irradiation and in the
presence of PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs. It should be noted that the observed bleaching of
RNO is not caused by its own photoreaction in the excited state, but by the oxidation
caused by 1O2 liberated from the NPs after its generation by the photoexcited PPa. This
result suggests that SPB NPs meet the requirements for the operation of PDT. Molecular
oxygen can diffuse into the NPs and be photosensitized by the encapsulated PPa The
generated 1O2 can also escape from the NPs to cause oxidative damage to the environment.
Interestingly, PEGA2-OA NPs containing PPa showed markedly slow RNO bleaching even
when increasing the loading amount (Figure 4.16b). The declined oxidation capability of
PEGA2-OA NPs is considered when the concentration quenching effect is operative due to
the high local concentration in the nanoscopic space.
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Figure 4.16. a) Photochemical bleaching of RNO by 1O2 generated upon laser excitation of
PEGA2-OA NPs at 655 nm (11 mW cm-2). Temporal evolution is indicated by the arrow. b)
Temporal dependence of RNO absorbance at 440 nm (-ln A440) during the irradiation of
PEGA2-OA NPs containing various amounts of PPa under identical photobleaching
condition.
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4.3.6. Photo-induced toxicity of PPa-loaded SPB NPs against
tumor cells
The enhanced hydrophobicity of SPB NPs is helpful for cellular internalization. By
taking advantage of the beneficial feature, PDT efficacy of PPa-loaded SPB NPs was
evaluated by cellular experiments. When incubated with HeLa cells for 1 h, PPa loaded
PEGA2-OA NPs (PPa content: 0.5 wt%) were avidly internalized into the cells and
manifested a clear fluorescence signal of PPa from the cytoplasmic region (Figure 4.17). It
is noted that self-aggregated PPa in water can permeate the cell membrane for endocytosis
(Figure 4.18). However, the fluorescence signal from the internalized PPa is higher in
PEGA2-OA NP-treated cells than in self-aggregated PPa-treated cells (Figure 4.18),
evidencing that the markedly increased cellular uptake of PPa occurred with the help of
SPB NPs. To gain an insight into the PDT efficacy by SPB NPs and the nature of cell death,
the fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled Annexin V (FITC-A5) affinity test by fluorescence
imaging was carried out. A5 are normally used for labeling of apoptic cells by binding
affinity for phosphatidylserine. Thus, the A5 binding assay provides the quantification of
cells at an early stage of apoptosis [33, 34]. Figure 4.19 shows fluorescence images of SPB
NP-treated cells that were stained with FITC-A5 after laser irradiation (5 min, 655 nm, 11
mW cm-2) in order to examine the immediate cellular effect by photosensitization. Phototreatment yielded an increase of the mean value of FITC signal, ascribable to the increased
amount of cell-bound FITC-A5 (Figure 4.19). The observed FITC signal enhancement
suggests that apoptosis is involved in the onset of cell death triggered by the PDT action.
This comparison clearly elucidates that the process of PDT-activated apoptosis is greatly
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amplified by the use of SPB NPs that have the enhanced efficiencies of both 1O2 generation
and cellular uptake.
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Figure 4.17. Optical and NIRF images of HeLa cells treated with PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA
NPs (200 μg, PPa content: 1 μg) for 1 h. The fluorescence spectrum (bottom) of SPB NPs
was obtained from the NIRF image.

Figure 4.18. Optical and NIRF images of HeLa cells treated with PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA
NPs (200 μg, PPa content: 1 μg) for 1 h. All NIRF images were adjusted to same FL
intensity scale. The NIRF image of self-aggregated group was obtained from the cells
treated with aqueous PPa solution (200 μL, 5 μg mL-1).
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Figure 4.19. FITC-Annexin V binding images of PEGA2-OA NPs-treated HeLa cells with
laser irradiation (5 min, 655 nm, 11 mW cm-2). The NP contained 0.5 wt% of PPa to SPB.
The FITC fluorescence images show apoptotic cells.
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4.3.7. Photodynamic therapy of PPa-loaded SPB NPs with
tumor-bearing mice
Indeed, SPB NPs demonstrate a great advancement for in vivo tumor targeting,
confirmed by the results of IR780 delivery. By encapsulation of PPa, SPB NPs can gain
additional advancement in 1O2 generation for cancer therapy. In this regard, in vivo PDT
efficacy of SPB NPs containing PPa (0.5 wt% to SPB) was evaluated with SCC7 tumorbearing mice via tail vein injection. As shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, the strong IR780
signal was observed at the tumor at 1 d post-injection, then slowly diminished over a
period of time up to 1 week. It is anticipated that the biodistribution of PPa entrapped in
SPS NPs is similar to IR780. From this assumption, PPa-loaded PEGA2-OA NPs were
intravenously injected to SCC7 tumor-bearing mice. Then, red light (655 nm, 11 mW cm-2)
was illuminated around the tumor for 30 min at 1 and 3 d post-injection. In addition, the
tumor growth rates for each experimental group were observed for 1 week. As shown in
Figure 4.20 and 4.21a, the tumor of the PEGA2-OA NP-treated group slowly grew in
comparison to the control groups (PBS or aggregated PPa), elucidating the photo-induced
toxicity of the SPB NPs. The weights of the mice for all experimental groups slightly
increased without significant differences, elucidating minimal in vivo toxicity under PDT
conditions (Figure 4.21b). It should be noted that in vivo PDT efficacy was achieved by
taking the advancement of SPB NPs in efficient tumor targeting and loading capability.
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Figure 4.20. a) Tumor images in SCC7 tumor-bearing mice under treated with PEGA2-OA
NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) containing PPa (0.5 wt% to PEGA2-OA). The control groups
were treated PBS or aggregated PPa (dispersed in water). b) Optical images of the resected
tumor of each group. Tumor was resected at 7 d post-injection.
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Figure 4.21. a) Tumor growth in SCC7 tumor-bearing mice (n = 3) under treated with
PEGA2-OA NPs (200 μL, 1 mg mL-1) containing PPa (0.5 wt% to PEGA2-OA). The
control groups were treated PBS or aggregated PPa (dispersed in water). b) Mouse weight
change (n = 3) under PDT experiments.
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4.4. Conclusions
The sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants (SPBs) were synthesized via conjugation of
bile acid (DCA and CA) or fatty acid (OA and SA) to the terminal of PEGA2. We found
that the SPBs self-assembled into water-dispersed NPs having loading capability of
hydrophobic dye (or drug) and the antifouling property, resulting in high in vivo tumor
targeting efficiency. Furthermore, PPa-loaded SPB NPs exhibited high PDT efficacy in
both tumor cells and tumor-bearing mice. By the combined merits of the stable loading
capability of a hydrophobic drug, high tumor targeting efficiency, and high therapeutic
efficacy, SPB NPs hold great potential as the nanocarrier for in vitro/vivo cancer diagnosis
and therapy.
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Chapter 5. Conclusive remarks and outlook

Polymeric nanoparticles (PNPs) have received great attention in the field of cancer
diagnosis and therapy. In particular, numerous PNPs have been developed as the
imaging probes for high resolution of optical imaging or as the therapeutic agents for
high efficacy of photodynamic therapy (PDT). Despite PNPs advantages, the clinical
use of PNPs is still limited by some inherent obstacles in both optical imaging and PDT.
In the case of PNP-mediated optical imaging, the resolution can be hindered by
photon-limiting interferences such as scattering, absorption and autofluorescence
occurring in biological tissues. PNPs aimed to deliver the PDT drugs are mainly used
for small-animal studies and are not generally transferred into the clinic because of the
immunogenic response from the body and the inconvenience of further medication for
clinical purposes. Therefore, a new type of PNPs is required to develop practical
diagnostic/therapeutic agents.
In this thesis, I have developed a new type of photoswitchable PNPs based on the
binary nanocomposite of π-conjugated polymer and photochromophore. The composite
PNPs showed bright fluorescence in the NIR region and high-contrast photoswitching
through efficient intraparticle fluorescence energy transfer (FRET), and a tiny colloidal
size for in vivo delivery. Consequently, the composite PNP could allow a dynamic
signal to be distinguished from the static autofluorescence of biological tissues,
resulting in the improved capability of signal identification. From the merit of
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photoswitching, the composite PNP can be suggested as a new strategy to overcome
the inherent limitations of optical imaging.
In addition, I have developed new sugar-based polymers, poly(oxyethylene
galactaramide)s (PEGAs), which take the combined merits of PEG and polysaccharide
such as biocompatibility, antifouling properties, and pendant functional groups. PEGAs
allowed hydrogen bond-mediated self-assembly into PNPs, and PEGA nanoassemblies
(PEGA PNPs), which exhibited high tumor targeting efficiency from the virtues of the
size-motivated EPR effect and the antifouling effect. PEGA PNPs hold great potential
for practical biomedical applications including optical imaging, and is worthy of
further exploitation for payload carriage and immunogenicity evaluation.
To validate the in vivo utility of PEGAs for clinical use, PEGAs were
amphiphilized via conjugation of biocompatible and hydrophobic moieties, bile/fatty
acids. PEGA amphiphilies were designed as sugar-based polymeric biosurfactants
(SPBs), and self-assembled into PNPs having a hydrophobic core and a
hydrophilic/antifouling exterior. PNPs of PEGA amphiphile exhibited the loading
capability of hydrophobic drugs (or dyes) and the attractive features of PEGAs.
Consequently, hydrophobic dyes-encapsulated PNPs showed high in vitro/vivo tumor
selectivity. Furthermore, hydrophobic PDT drug-encapsulated PNPs exhibited high
efficacy of in vivo PDT with tumor-bearing mice.
All results in this thesis elucidate that the new types of PNPs hold great potential in
the field of practical cancer diagnosis and therapy.
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초록
고분자 나노입자는 암진단 및 치료를 위한 매개물질로서 꾸준히 연구개발되
어 왔으며, 이미징 프로브 및 약물전달체로서 광범위하게 활용되고 있다. 단,
고분자 나노입자를 실질적인 임상연구에 적용하기 위해서는 여전히 극복해야
할 과제들이 있다. 먼저 암진단을 위한 영상기술로써 자기영상, 초음파영상, 핵
영상, 광학영상 등이 제안될 수 있으며, 이들은 각자의 장점에 따라 실질적인
임상연구에 적용되고 있다. 하지만 광학영상의 경우, 생체조직에 대한 광의 불
투과성 및 생체조직의 자가형광에 의해 영상의 분해능이 저하되는 근원적 한계
점을 가지고 있고, 이에 활발한 임상적용이 아직 이루어지지 못하고 있는 실정
이다. 따라서, 광학영상을 매개하기 위해 개발되는 고분자 나노입자 기반 이미
징 프로브는 광학영상의 분해능 저해요인을 극복하고 고감도의 형광영상을 제
공할 수 있어야 한다. 또한, 고분자 나노입자 기반 약물전달체의 경우 생체적합
성, 암표적성, 다양한 약물에 대한 탑재능, 개별화된 목적에 따른 화학적/물리
적 개질 가능성 등을 가질 때 훨씬 광범위한 임상적용이 가능하다.
본 연구에서는 기존 고분자 나노입자 기반 이미징 프로브 및 약물전달체들
이 가진 한계점을 극복하고 향상된 암진단 및 치료 성능을 제공할 수 있는 새
로운 고분자 나노입자를 제안하고자 한다. 이를 위해 첫째, 형광영상 및 약물전
달에 대한 이론적 고찰을 통해 암진단 및 치료 성능에 영향을 미치는 요소와
해결해야 할 이슈들을 도출하고, 둘째, 이들 요소 및 이슈들을 바탕으로 새로운
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구조의 고분자 나노입자 기반 이미징 프로브와 약물전달체를 제조하여, 셋째
제조된 고분자 나노입자의 물리적, 화학적, 생물학적 특성을 분석함으로써 암진
단 및 치료 성능을 평가하고자 하였다.
1 부에서는 형광영상을 포함한 다양한 암진단 기술과 광역학 치료를 포함한
다양한 암치료 기술을 전반적으로 소개하고, 이론적인 고찰과 기존 연구 사례
분석을 통하여 암진단 및 치료 성능 향상을 위한 요소와 이슈들을 도출한 뒤,
이를 이용하여 새로운 고분자 나노입자의 특성 및 구조를 제안하였다.
2 부에서는 형광영상의 분해능 향상을 위해 시아노비닐계(cyanovinyl) π공액고분자와 비스싸이에닐에텐(bisthienylethene) 유도체 광색성염료가 고집
적된 복합체 나노입자를 제조하고, 이들의 이성분 나노복합체구조가 형광 및
광스위칭 특성에 미치는 영향에 대하여 고찰하였다. 강한 근적외 형광을 가지
는 π-공액고분자 나노입자에 광색성 염료가 도입됨에 따라 광스위칭 특성이
발현되었고, 이를 통해 동물모델에서 고분해능의 형광영상을 달성함으로써 새
로운 형태의 이미징 프로브로 사용될 수 있는 고분자 나노입자를 제시하였다.
3 부에서는 π-공액고분자 나노입자 뿐만 아니라 소수성 약물의 낮은 암표
적화 효율을 개선할 수 있도록 다당류 기반 고분자 약물전달체를 합성하고, 그
의 화학구조 및 나노구조체가 암표적화 효율에 미치는 영향을 고찰하였다. 다
당류 기반 고분자는 강한 분자간 수소결합력에 의해 수분산 상태에서 자발적으
로 나노입자를 형성하였고, 친수성인 동시에 비이온성인 분자구조에 기인하여
안티파울링 효과를 나타내었다. 이를 통해 다당류 기반 고분자는 높은 암표적
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성을 보여주었고, π-공액고분자 나노입자 및 소수성 약물의 낮은 암표적성을
개선할 수 있는 새로운 고분자 약물전달체를 제시하였다.
4 부에서는 π-공액고분자 나노입자 및 소수성 약물에 대한 탑재능을 다당
류 기반 고분자에 부여하기 위해 답즙산 혹은 지방산을 이용해 양친성으로 개
질된 다당류 기반 고분자를 합성하고, 그들이 형성하는 나노입자에 소수성 약
물을 탑재시킴으로써 암표적성 및 암치료 효율을 고찰하였다. 이들 나노입자의
표면은 안티파울링 효과를 지니는 다당류 기반의 고분자로 구성되어 있어서 높
은 암표적성 및 암치료 효율을 나타내었다. 이를 통해 π-공액고분자 나노입자
를 포함하여 다양한 소수성 약물의 탑재 및 암조직으로의 전달이 가능한 새로
운 고분자 나노입자 기반 약물전달체를 제조할 수 있었다.
결과적으로, 본 연구는 이론적인 고찰을 바탕으로 기존의 이미징 프로브와
약물전달체의 한계점을 극복하고, 새로운 화학구조 및 나노구조의 고분자 나노
입자 설계를 위한 방향을 제시함으로써 향상된 암진단 및 치료 성능을 제공하
여 광범위한 응용이 가능한 새로운 고분자 나노입자를 제조할 수 있었다.

주요어: 고분자 나노입자, π-공액고분자, 다당류, 폴리에틸렌글리콜, 약물전달체,
형광스위칭, 광학영상, 광역학치료, 암진단, 암치료
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